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California Grizzly Bear Reintroduction Unit

Dear Teacher,

This unit was inspired by a group of  scholars at UC 
Santa Barbara known as the California Grizzly Research 
Network. The purpose of  the California Grizzly Research 
Network is to promote—through rigorous, 
interdisciplinary research and outreach—a more informed 
scholarly and public conversation about the past, present, 
and potential future of  grizzly bears in California. Our 
first objective is to develop a multi-generational 
community of  scholars with the expertise and capacity to 
answer key historical, scientific, and management 
questions about grizzlies in California. Our second 
objective is to advance scholarly knowledge about the 
reintroduction and recovery of  imperiled wildlife. Our 
third objective is to contribute to a broader discussion 
about restoration and rewilding in an era of  global 
environmental change.

This unit was written by the members of  a CGRN subgroup called Grizzl-Ed--an education and 
outreach group focused on eco-literacy, place-based, experiential educational design that addresses 
the Next Generation Science Standards.

Prior to the Gold Rush, California was home to as 
many as ten thousand grizzly bears. Grizzlies 
roamed throughout the state, from the northwest 
forest to the edge of  the Mojave Desert, and from 
the High Sierra to the Los Angeles Basin. Native 
peoples developed rich mythologies about and 
complex relationships with grizzlies, and early 
settlers recorded detailed accounts of  their 
interactions with this region's legendary “chaparral 
bears.”, as they called them. California’s grizzly 
population plummeted after 1849, due to unregulated 
hunting, trapping, and poisoning. The last credible 
sighting of  a California grizzly occurred in 1924 
near Sequoia National Park. Then they were gone.
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For more than 90 years, scholars and storytellers have treated the epic saga of  grizzlies in 
California either as a frontier legend or a cautionary tale. Yet we are now entering a new chapter in 
the history of  California grizzlies. Public interest in grizzlies here has grown, including regular 
media coverage and even proposals to reintroduce the species. Of  course, there are still living 
grizzlies in Montana, Wyoming, Idaho, etc., and it would be these brown bears used in the 
introduction. The subspecies of  California grizzly bears is completely extinct.

The purpose of  this unit is to integrate science 
learning into an analysis of  real world problems--
problems currently being discussed by the experts 
of  The California Grizzly Research Network. 
Students will gain science and ecological literacy by 
engaging in a collaborative discourse that allows for 
a more critical understanding of  science by seeking 
real world solutions to real world problems. It offers 
an important opportunity to bring students outside 

of  the classroom but it also brings the world of  science to the classroom in a meaningful integrated 
manner. This unit was designed to fulfill many of  the NGSS and CCSS standards as well as 
comprehensively address the Environmental Principles and Concepts. It is also a place-based unit 
and therefore might be more stimulating for Californian students.

There are more ways than one to approach this unit and 
its myriad lessons. You can follow the individual lessons 
explicitly and take the optional components seriously. You 
might also take the lessons as mere suggestions and do as 
you see fit to synthesize the materials of  this unit into your 
already preferred eco-system units. Some of  this requires a 
bit of  an extra pedagogical effort (i.e. contacting the 
resources available, doing the OBL lesson, bringing experts 
into the classroom, etc.) however, it is highly recommended 
not to skip those more involved lessons as they all offer a

unique and rich insight into the biological, anatomical, 
paleontological knowledge surrounding the large charismatic 
carnivore as well as bring local community knowledge into your 
classroom and school coterie.
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California Grizzly Bear Reintroduction Unit:
Outline & Standards

Estimated 
Duration

Unit 
Rationale

Most scholars agree we are in the midst of a 6th mass extinction (Ceballos, 
Ehrlich, & Dirzo, 2017). The loss of apex predators in particular is considered one 
of humanity’s most prevalent effects on the natural world (Estes, et al., 2011). As 
large carnivores rapidly decline due to a variety of anthropogenic threats (e.g., 
urban encroachment, pollution, climate change, agricultural practices, etc.), 
reintroduction or de-extinction of various large carnivore species has become a 
growing area of interest for conservation management strategies. Large 
carnivores are often considered keystone species—a species whose presence 
helps support their entire eco-community—the reintroduction of such species can 
help support major ecosystem recovery (Ripple, et al. 2014). These are some of 
the reasons why many science teachers want to bring the topic of large carnivore 
reintroduction to their classroom. Yet, conservation science does not occur in a 
vacuum. There are many everyday factors that go into wildlife conservation efforts 
which means there are many different voices in the conservation conversation. 
Although scientific results are extremely important in real world decision making, it 
is important to show science students that many different stakeholders have an 
effect on environmental science decisions. When it comes to controversial 
conservation topics, such as the reintroduction of grizzly bears to California, 
scientists have to navigate stakeholders and local opinions to do meaningful 
conservation management.

*** Grizzly bears are not being reintroduced to California at this time. This unit 
does not try to convince students that grizzly bears ought to be reintroduced to 
California or not. The grizzly bear, in this context, is used as an analogy to help 
students exercise critical thinking for environmental decision making.

7-10 hours of 
classroom 
time (with 
options for 
students to do 
work at 
home.)

Unit Goals 1.Students will learn about a keystone predator and their state mascot.
2.Students will be able to grasp the perspectives of different disciplines and areas 
of knowledge, in order to get a complete idea of the issue.
3.Students will use critical thinking to make an informed decision about the final 
outcome of the project.
4.Students will bring together many types of evidence and resources in order to 
gain scientific, historical, economic, and cultural knowledge about a specific topic 
and form an opinion based on those sources.
5.Students will get experience engaging in dialectic with their peers and 
presenting information in their class.

Prior 
Knowledge

Students may have a general idea of what each stakeholder role is, what 
conservation is and that the subspecies of California grizzly bears, though 
mascots on our state flag, are extinct.

Summative 
Unit 
Assessmen
t(s)

Presentation about their stakeholder role’s insight into the reintroduction of grizzly 
bears to California and their role’s opinion on the issue. Teachers will assess their 
students’ efforts by examining how well a student exhibited critical thinking and 
evidence based reasoning to make their environmental decision on the 
reintroduction of grizzly bears. 5
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Lesson # Estimated time Lesson Objective
---------------------------

Lesson Assessment

Science Standards

1. Video 40 minutes Give students background and a better 
understanding about grizzlies and their cultural 
and ecological importance, role, and history.
----------------------------
Video guide that students are asked to fill out.

SEP-7: Engaging in 
Argument from 
evidence
SEP-4: Analyzing and 
interpreting Data
SEP-8: Obtaining, 
Evaluating, and 
Communicating 
Information
Environmental 
Principle II, II, III, V
RI.6.7
L.6.4
RST.6-8.4

2. Grizzly 
artifacts-
Object Based 
Learning

40 minutes Provide hands-on experiences for students to help 
them understand grizzly bears in California, sift 
through assumptions, and prompt critical thinking 
about the artifacts.
-----------------------------
Worksheet for students to fill out with questions to 
get them thinking and making assumptions and 
observations. Classroom discussion and dialectic.

SEP-1
SEP-4
SEP-8
Environmental 
Principle I, II, III, V
LS2.C: Ecosystem 
Dynamics, Functioning 
and resilience.
RI.6.4
RI.6.7
SL.6.1
L.6.4
RST.6-8.4

3. Gallery 
Walk

45 minutes Introduce the different roles to the students, and
get them familiarized with different kinds of 
environmental careers as well as stakeholder 
roles. Students locate a person from their life and 
community and interview them to get multiple 
perspectives on grizzly reintroduction.
-----------------------------
Teachers engage with students and have a 
classroom conversation surrounding the roles. 
Interacting with community members and local 
experts through guest speaker presentations, 
library visits, etc. (if feasible). Students complete 
interview assignment.

LS4.D - Biodiversity 
and Humans
LS2.C - Ecosystem 
Dynamics
LS2. A -
Interdependent 
Relationships in 
Ecosystems
SEP-1
SEP-8
SEP-4
Env. Principles 1, 2, 3, 
5
SL.6.1
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4. Jigsaw 2 to 10 hours Students will gain the background knowledge 
needed to make a critical decision about their 
role’s stance on the issue of reintroduction. 
Students will play the role of the class “expert” in 
that given field.
-----------------------------
Ask students to make an informed initial decision 
about their stance on the issue, using the evidence 
and lens they were given.

SEP-1; SEP-3; SEP-4; 
SEP-7; SEP-8
All of the 
Environmental 
Principles and 
Concepts
LS2.A-
Interdependent 
Relationships in 
Ecosystems
LS4.D - Biodiversity 
and Humans
LS2.C - Ecosystem 
Dynamics
WHST.6–8.1.a–e
WHST.6–8.9
MS-LS1-5; MS-LS2-5.
RI.6.1
RI.6.2
RI.6.3
RI.6.4
RI.6.7
W.6.7
SL.6.1
SL.6.2
L.6.4
RH.6-8.2
RST.6-8.1
RST.6-8.2
RST.6-8.4
RST.6-8.10
WHST.6-8.9

5. 
Interdisciplina
ry

1 hour 30 
minutes - 2 
hours

Students gain an understanding of issues 
surrounding real world conversations about wildlife 
reintroduction, students will exercise their public 
speaking skills, and practice thinking critically 
about policy, economics, history, cultural 
phenomena, etc., in regards to conservation 
science.
----------------------------
Homework assignment and presentations.

SEP-1
SEP-4
SEP-7
SEP-8
ETS1.B
CCC-2
RI.6.3
RI.6.4
W.6.1
W.6.3
SL.6.1
SL.6.4
SL.6.6
L.6.1
L.6.3
L.6.4
RH.6-8.2
RST.6-8.1
RST.6-8.2
RST.6-8.4
WHST.6-8.9
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6. Class 
Debate and 
Vote

1 hour Students will be able to practice articulating 
opinions. Students will have gained a deeper 
understanding of their assigned field. Students will 
be able to define why each role is for/against 
reintroduction.
-----------------------------
Presentation/debate and vote.

SEP 6
SEP 7
SEP 8
SL.6.1
SL.6.4
SL.6.6
L.6.1
L.6.3
RST.6-8.1

7. Reflection 
and Field Trip

All Day Students and teachers gain experiential 
knowledge from local experts at local 
environmental institutions. If a field trip is not 
possible, students can still fill out the reflection 
worksheet.
-----------------------------
Reflection exercise.

8. Bear Safety 
Lesson

2 Hours Students gain an understanding of safe practices 
when bears are present. Students will learn about 
human-wildlife coexistence and be able to think 
critically on their feet to stay safe outdoors. 

--------------------------
Class discussion and worksheet. 

LS4.D - Biodiversity 
and Humans
LS2.C - Ecosystem 
Dynamics
RST.6-8.2
RST.6-8.4
RST.6-8.7
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California Grizzly Bear Reintroduction Unit

Lesson 1
Video Guide Lesson

Time:
45 minutes (depending on class discussion)

Supplies:
1.Pencil/Pen
2.Video Guide
3.Video Crossword
4.Video Wordsearch
5.Creative Writing/Drawing Homework Handout

Educational Outcomes:
1.Students gain an understanding of  the history of  the California Grizzly Bears.
2.Students will be able to identify important dates related to the California Grizzly.
3.Students will think critically about human and animal interactions.
4.Students can identify bias in the media provided.
5.Students will interpret information and synthesize it.
6.Students will identify trends in human and animal interactions.
7.Students can articulate the cultural and ecological impacts that grizzlies had/have.

NGSS Standards fulfilled:
1.SEP-7: Engaging in Argument from evidence
2.SEP-4: Analyzing and interpreting Data
3.SEP-8: Obtaining, Evaluating, and Communicating Information
4.Environmental Principle I
5.Environmental Principle II
6.Environmental Principle III
7.Environmental Principle V
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Steps:

1. Pass out video guide to students

2. Play the video California Grizzly - Yosemite Nature Notes - Episode 30 from YouTube (see link).

3. Instruct students to answer the guide questions as they go. Pause if  needed.

4. If  following discussion suggestions, marked in purple on the video guide answer key, allow 
students to break off  into groups to discuss those questions, or have one big class discussion.

5. Pass out crossword and word search for students to work on if  desired. They are in the “Busy 
Work” folder.

6. Take an initial tally of  how many believe that we should reintroduce the CA grizzly if  we could. 
Ask students to defend their stance.

7. Can assign “Reimagining the California Grizzly Bear: Recreating Our State Flag” as an in-class 
assignment, homework assignment, or extra credit opportunity for students. Can also assign students 
to complete all of the creative ideas or choose two to do.

Link to Video:

https://youtu.be/L-H93WQKRNU

Additional Video Resources:

This video introduces the concept of  trophic cascades, an important concept when thinking about 
animal reintroductions, through the lens of  wolf  reintroduction in Yellowstone National Park. 
Although the video is not explicitly regarding Grizzly Bears, the same concepts from this video can 
be applied to them as well. Ask your students how they think that bears shape their ecosystem.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysa5OBhXz-Q&ab_channel=SustainableHuman

This video explains bear conservation efforts in Yellowstone park and shows some of  the work that 
bear biologists do. This could be added to the bear biologist role packet but would also be valuable to 
show the whole class. It also touches on human-wildlife conflict.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ct90LARWOGU&ab_channel=EarthFixMedia 10
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Lesson 1
Video Guide

Name:

Date:

California Grizzly - Yosemite Nature Notes - Episode 30

1. Who are the sponsors of  the video shown in the beginning? Is this important? Why or why not?

2. What is the name of  the indigenous people of  present-day Yosemite National Park?

3. How do you think the California grizzly bear symbolizes Californians?

4. In what parts of  California did the California Grizzly Bear live?

5. There were ________ grizzly bears in California at the time of  statehood.

6. There were no more grizzly bears in California by _________.

7. Why did the California Grizzly Bear go extinct?
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8. Who was James Adams?

9. James Adams had a hunting camp at the headwaters of  ________ river.

10. Who was Ben Franklin (in the context of  the video)? Why was he important?

11. Ben Franklin’s obituary was titled _________________________________.

12. What does the obituary’s title imply?

13. What is James Adams’ home state? Is that ironic? Why or why not?

14. According to the video, the last California Grizzly Bear was killed in Yosemite in _____.

15. Why did Wells and Duncan want to kill the Grizzly?

16. How does the music add to the tone/mood of  the video?

17. What points of  view did the video include? What points of  view did it lack? (ex: politicians, 
historians, etc.)

12
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Lesson 1

Video Guide
Name:

Date:

California Grizzly - Yosemite Nature Notes - Episode 30 Video Guide Answer Key

1. Who are the sponsors of  the video shown in the beginning? Why is this important?

National Parks Service and Yosemite Conservancy. This shows that the video is going to be focused 
on Yosemite, and what might be best for the park.

2. What is the name of  the indigenous people of  present-day Yosemite National Park? 

Miwok. Also correct: Moieties, Aheli, and/or Uzumati

3. How does the California Grizzly Bear symbolize Californians? 

Our persistence, never-say-die attitude, undaunted, heroic

4. In what parts of  California did the California Grizzly Bear live? 

All over the state

5. There were __10,000______ grizzly bears in California at the time of  statehood

6. There were no grizzly bears in California by _1925. 

Great jumping off  place to discuss human impacts on ecosystems, specifically CA Grizzly Bear 
populations

7. Why did the California Grizzly Bear go extinct? 

Humans hunted them into extinction
13
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8. Who was James Adams? 

A mountaineer and Grizzly Bear Hunter. He capitalized on the mystique and romance of  the 
frontiersman and had animal museums.

9.  James Adams had a hunting camp at the headwaters of  Merced river.

10. Who was Ben Franklin (in the context of  the video)? Why was he important?

James Adams’ favorite pet bear. He was important because he showed the close relationship between 
Grizzly Bears and Man

11. Ben Franklin’s obituary was titled Death of  a Distinguished Native Californian.

12. What does the title imply? 

That he was an actual resident of  California and not just a bear. 

Good place to bring up irony, that we treated some bears like citizens while hunting them to 
extinction

13. What is James Adams’ home state? Why is that ironic?

Massachusetts. This is ironic because he capitalized on native Californian culture and animals like the 
California Grizzly. 

14. According to the video, the last California Grizzly Bear was killed in Yosemite in _1887____.

15. Why did Wells and Duncan want to kill the Grizzly?

The bear was killing their livestock.

16. How does the music add to the tone/mood of  the video? 

It creates a somber, sad, bleak, etc. mood. This question is more open ended. 

17. What points of  view did the video include? What points of  view did it lack? (ex: politicians, 
historians, etc.) 

Many answers can be accepted. Very open ended. Points of  view included examples: historians, 
indigenous culture experts, bear experts. Points of  view missing: scientists, politicians, citizens, land 
developers. 

Might be a good place to have a discussion about the many different types of  people affected by CA 
grizzlies and brainstorm what roles should be involved when talking about reintroducing them.
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Lesson 1
Activity

Reimagining California without the Grizzly Bear:
Recreating Our State Flag

Instructions: You’ve been added to a design committee by the California Governor to recreate our 
state flag because Grizzly Bears no longer exist in California. Every person on the committee must 
submit a new design for the state flag using the same color scheme (green, red, and white) replacing 
the California Grizzly Bear with any person, place, or thing that is abundant in California. You can 
draw this on paper or create it on your computer. You must include a few sentences that articulates 
your rationale for choosing this new Californian symbol.
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California Grizzly Bear Reintroduction Unit

Lesson 2
Grizzly Kit: Object Based Learning

Background Information:

Object Based Learning is an extremely effective manner of  experiential learning. For an interesting 
look at how to use objects to stimulate critical thinking and discussions we encourage teachers to 
read the following:

Schultz, Lainie. "Object-based learning, or learning from objects in the anthropology 
museum." Review of  Education, Pedagogy, and Cultural Studies 40.4 (2018): 282-304.

A Teacher Trunk can be ordered from The Wolf  and Bear Discovery Center. It is free for teachers to 
use in their classrooms but does cost shipping. It is likely that your local Natural History Museum has 
grizzly artifacts such as skulls, pelts, or claws available for checkout. Schools and teachers can make 
special arrangements with local museums to obtain artifacts from natural history collections. Object 
based learning encourages teachers to reach out to community members and organizations who 
might have grizzly bear artifacts. Perhaps, experts are even willing to visit your classroom!

*Option to put the grizzly artifacts around the room accessible to students for the remainder of  the 
unit.

To supplement teacher knowledge of  grizzly bears and anatomy check out this National Geographic 
website and watch the video on grizzly bears. There is also a slide show of  high quality grizzly 
photos to show to students in the case that teachers cannot access actual artifacts.

Time:
45 Minutes

Supplies:

1. Pencils
2. Kit Worksheet
3. Grizzly Bear artifacts from your local Natural History Museum or the Teacher Trunk from Wolf  
and Bear Discovery Center.

Vocabulary:

1. Wildlife Conservation: the practice of  protecting wild species and their habitats in order to 
prevent species from going extinct. Major threats to wildlife include habitat destruction, 
overexploitation, poaching, pollution and climate change.
2. Organism: an individual animal, plant, or single-celled life form.
3. Conservation Status: the state of  an organism that indicates whether that group of  organisms still 
exists and how likely the group is to become extinct in the near future.
4. Ecosystem Service: The many and varied natural benefits a species provides to its ecosystem.

16
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Educational Outcomes:

1. Students can use objects as a data source.
2. Students can analyze artifacts to interpret the type of  behaviors of  the organism.
3. Students can construct an argument supported by empirical evidence.
4. Students will understand how an ecosystem can shape the physical structure of  an animal.
5. Students can evaluate competing design solutions for maintaining biodiversity and ecosystem 
services.
6. The students will be able to discuss the ecosystem services that the bears provided.

NGSS Standards fulfilled:

1. SEP-1
2. SEP-4
3. SEP-8
4. Environmental principle I, II, III, V
5. LS2.C

Steps:

1. Show the kit to the class by pulling one artifact out at a time and passing the object around in 
silence before beginning.

2. Pass out the worksheet or use worksheet questions to stimulate group discussion.

3. Explain to the students that this worksheet/activity is to allow for critical thinking while making 
observations. Encourage students to make hypotheses if  they do not know the actual answer.

4. Give the students about 30 minutes to answer the worksheet questions (in dyads or alone).

5. Re-gather the class for a larger group discussion about the worksheet answers and the objects in 
the kit.

6. Ask the class if  there are any other questions or observations that the students noticed.

17
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Lesson 2
Animal Artifacts Worksheet

Name:

Date:

1. Do you know what kind of  bear is on the California flag? What is the conservation status of  
that bear?

2. Have you ever seen a bear in the wild? If  so, what kind of  bear was it and where did you see 
it?

3. What are some basic observations that you notice about the grizzly bear? (size, colors, what 
do you see?) 

4. What do you think a grizzly bear uses its claws for? Why are they so big?

5. How fast do you think an adult grizzly bear can run?

6. Why do you think its snout is so big?

18
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7. What are some things that you notice about the teeth? How are the teeth different from 
yours?

8. What do you think a grizzly bear eats?

9. What is an ecosystem service?

10. What ecosystem service might a grizzly bear provide? In other words, how are grizzly 
bears important for ecosystem health?

11. Explain the interaction between grizzly bears and ungulates (hooved animals like deer).

13. How might changes to an ecosystem (like global climate change) affect grizzly bears?

14. Summarize how the grizzly bear ecosystem shaped the structure of  the grizzly bear’s body.

19
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Lesson 2
Animal Artifacts Worksheet

Name:

Date:

1. Do you know what kind of  bear is on the California flag? What is the conservation status of  
that bear?

The California grizzly bear. Extinct.

2. Have you ever seen a bear in the wild? If  so, what kind of  bear was it and where did you see 
it?

Various answers possible. Black bears are the only bear in California.

3. What are some basic observations that you notice about the grizzly bear? (size, colors, what 
do you see?) 

Larger than black bears; brown, blonde, or greyish fur; hump on shoulders; huge paws, claws, 
jaw, teeth; large snout; no tail; etc.

4. What do you think a grizzly bear uses its claws for? Why are they so big?

Grizzly bears eat a large amount of  tubers or roots. They use their huge claws for digging for 
food.

5. How fast do you think an adult grizzly bear can run?

Up to 45 mph.

6. Why do you think its snout is so big?

Grizzlies need an excellent sense of  smell to smell underground vegetation, fish, or other prey
miles away.
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7. What are some things that you notice about the teeth? How are the teeth different from 
yours?

They are very large. Also helpful for digging into roots and consuming a large amount of  food 
at one time.

8. What do you think a grizzly bear eats?

Many different insects, a variety of  flowering plants, roots, tubers, grasses, berries, small 
rodents, fish, carrion (roadkill and other dead animals), other meat sources (e.g. young and 
weakened animals), and even human garbage if  it is easily accessible.

9. What is an ecosystem service?

The many and varied natural benefits a species provides to its ecosystem.

10. What ecosystem service might a grizzly bear provide? In other words, how are grizzly 
bears important for ecosystem health?

Grizzlies consume so many berries that they are considered excellent seed dispersers 
spreading the berry seeds far and wide seeing that they have a large range of  some 1,000 miles. 
They also aerate soil by disturbing the earth to uncover roots to eat. Because grizzlies forage 
for roots, plants, or rodents they increase species richness and nitrogen availability. They 
regulate ungulate populations. They fertilize soil and increase nitrogen levels in areas where 
salmon carcass are dispersed about by their sloppy eating.

11. Explain the interaction between grizzly bears and ungulates (hooved animals like deer).

Grizzlies consume ungulates and can help regulate their population.

12. How might changes to an ecosystem (like global climate change) affect grizzly bears?

Grizzlies consume ungulates and can help regulate their population.

13. Summarize how the grizzly bear ecosystem shaped the structure of  the grizzly bear’s body.

Students can use a number of  examples from previous questions to relate the bear to its 
environment.
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Video Resources for After Completion of  the Worksheet:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTcbqzYIqpk&ab_channel=NatGeoWILD

This video dives into the biology of  grizzly bears and their role in their ecosystem and can be shown 
after exploring the OBL portion of  this lesson.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qoqKmDG1gQ8&ab_channel=NationalGeographic

In this video, a filmmaker and ecologist interviews Washington state residents about grizzly bears. 
The video explores different bear facts and information about their biology, while also showcases 
different points of  view that people may have on the bears (think ranchers, families, etc.). This would 
be a good summary of  bear biology to show after the previous video and begins to introduce the 
roles portion of  this unit.
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California Grizzly Bear Reintroduction Unit

Lesson 3
Conservation Roles Gallery Walk

Introduction:
This lesson shows students the different roles and professions involved in the possible reintroduction 
of  Grizzly Bears to California. Students will hear and see about what kinds of  work the role does 
and why their input is important. They will be exposed to different environmental careers. The slides 
will be used to give students a general understanding of  each career. This lesson could also be done 
digitally (without printing the slides out and walking around), by presenting the slideshow and 
talking through each role, asking the students engaging questions, etc. There is also an interview 
assignment that can be added to this lesson. Students interview someone from their life or their 
community regarding their perspective on grizzly bear reintroduction. They can then share the main 
points from the interview with the class. This allows students to hear varied perspectives from people 
that are a part of  their community and who would be impacted by a reintroduction.

*Another very important role not included in the gallery walk is that of  local indigenous individual or tribal 
council representative. There is not a role created for this specific role due to the uniqueness of  each tribe. 
However, if  there is a local tribal representative in your community it is highly recommended that teachers 
include that indigenous role in the gallery walk and encourage students to interview and do research on that 
tribal representative.

Time:
45 minutes

Supplies:
1. Printed Gallery Walk Slides
2. Thumb tacks or tape to put up roles in gallery
3. Wall space
4. Computer/projector (option to project them instead)
5. Printed Worksheet (for a closer look or take-home option)

Educational Outcomes:
1. Students gain an understanding of  the different types of  careers that come up in the conservation 
conversation.
2. Students will be able to think critically about their role in the conservation conversation (from the 
point of  view of  their chosen professional).
3. Students will be able to define their chosen profession for this discussion.
4. Students will gain confidence and skills surrounding interviews.
5. Students gain an understanding of  the varied perspectives that their community provides and that 
are important for well-rounded decision making. 
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NGSS Standards fulfilled: IS4
1. LS4.D - Biodiversity and Humans
2. LS2.C - Ecosystem Dynamics
3. LS2. A - Interdependent Relationships in Ecosystems
4. SEP-1
5. SEP-8
6. SEP-4
7. Env. Principles 1, 2, 3, 5

Steps:

1. Print out slides and place them on the walls around the room, or on poster boards.

2. Split the students up into groups at each “role station” and instruct them to read the descriptions. 
Ask students to take a few notes about each role and then move clockwise to the next station once they 
feel ready.

3. Allow the students about 20 minutes to walk around the room until they get back to their original 
station.

4. Ask the students to return to their desks and re-group the class.

5. Prompt discussion about the roles. Possible questions:
1. “What would a rancher have to say about grizzly reintroduction?”
2. “What kinds of  things could a paleontologist research for this discussion?”
3. “How might a mayor balance the diverse requests of  stakeholders?”

6. Students can also fill out the Roles Worksheet from the “Additional Content” folder under lesson 3.

7. Find the interview assignment in the “Additional Content” folder under lesson 3 and assign it to 
students.

8. Have the students share with the class their findings from their interviews once they are completed.

Conservation Roles:

Bear Scientist
Environmental Lawyer
Environmental Historian
Rancher
Environmental Educator
Paleontologist
*Option to ask a student group to create an Indigenous Representative role based on your local tribe. 
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Lesson 3
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Grizzly Conservation Roles Worksheet

Please answer the following questions using complete sentences:

1. After looking at these careers, which one appeals to you the most? Why?

2. Do you think a person working within that career would be for or against grizzly bear 
reintroduction? Why?

3. Who of  these professionals do you think has an important voice in the discussion regarding 
grizzly reintroduction?

4. Do you know anyone who works within one of  these roles or has a similar career?
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Interview Assignment

For this assignment, please choose one person from your personal life or from the community to 
interview about Grizzly reintroduction. You must speak to them over the phone or video, or in person 
if  it is safe. Explain some of  the background on grizzly bear history and biology that you have 
learned from this unit so far, making sure to let them know that California grizzlies used to live in 
California but are extinct now. Try not to share your point of  view on reintroduction in order to get 
an unbiased interview. Record the interview or take notes and be ready to share your findings with the 
class.

Some example topics to create questions about:

• Their experience with grizzly bears or other large carnivores

• How they think grizzly bear reintroduction would affect
• Families
• The economy
• The ecosystem

• Their previous knowledge about the history of  our flag and grizzly bears

The goal here is to get varied perspectives on the issue of  grizzly bear reintroduction from people in 
your community. This kind of  opinion and perspective is important when making decisions that affect 
a wide range of  people.
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California Grizzly Bear Reintroduction Unit

Lesson 4
Jigsaw Lesson:

Time:
Variable

Supplies:
1. Jigsaw Roles Packets

Educational Outcomes:
1. Students gain an understanding of  wildlife conservation and how it works in a real world context.
2. Students will be able to articulate the importance of  different perspectives and think critically about 
the different perspectives.
3. Students will have honed their own opinion on the reintroduction of  grizzly bears to California 
using the lens of  the role they have chosen.

NGSS Standards fulfilled:
1. SEP-1; SEP-3; SEP-4; SEP-7; SEP-8
2. All of  the Environmental Principles and Concepts
3. LS2.A- Interdependent Relationships in Ecosystems
4. LS4.D - Biodiversity and Humans
5. LS2.C - Ecosystem Dynamics
6. WHST.6–8.1.a–e
7. WHST.6–8.9
8. MS-LS1-5; MS-LS2-5.

Steps:
1. After students are assigned or elect their Grizzly Reintroduction Roles, break the students into 
homogenized groups (the same disciplines).

2. Utilize the Role Packets and decide what content to cover about these roles. It is suggested to utilize 
all the packet contents to increase student knowledge. It is also advised to go in the explicit order. 
However, there are different forms of  media, assignments, and content for students to go over. Some of  
this can be seen as group work and other parts can be done as homework. This could take as little or as 
long as the teacher wants. The longer the student groups spend on their specific role and the more 
packet content they cover the more knowledgeable they will be about their specific role.

3. If  available, take the time to connect students to actual people in the community who are living their 
lives as the role discussed in the packet. Invite them into the classroom. Have a zoom session with 
them. Use the interview questions in each packet to learn more about your specific local expert.

In order to connect with real professionals in your community, consider reaching out to:
• Local Natural History Museum
• The California Grizzly Research Network website; there are names and emails on the site.
• LaBrea Tar Pits
• Universities (UCSB, UCLA, etc.)
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Jigsaw Role

Bear Scientist

Contents:

Background information on packet content

1. Interview with a bear scientist; who am I?

2. A scientific article by a bear scientist

3. “What my research looks like” video

4. Camera trap footage

5. News articles on bears

6. Grizzly Bear Habitat observations

7. Take-home assignment
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Background Information on Packet Content

1. Interview with a bear scientist; who am I?

2. Supplemental scientific article by a bear scientist

This article can be found in the Extra/Higher level materials folder and can be added if  
appropriate. It is a scientific article written by an environmental biologist, park warden, and 
botanist, about the ecology of  winter dens for grizzly bears in Banff  National Park. This 
article shows the kind of  research that a scientist would do, and why it can be helpful. In this 
research specifically, the research is informing the park managers on where the dens can be 
found, so that they can be aware of  the bears’ locations in the winter and respect their space. 
It shows different research methods such as aerial observations, soil samples, vegetation 
observations, altitude readings, and more. The highlighted portions are the most valuable for 
students to read, but they are encouraged to skim over the whole article. They should pay 
special attention to the authors of  the paper, the abstract at the beginning, and the research 
methods.

3. “What my research looks like” video

This video shows what a bear scientist’s research looks like, in order to give students a better 
idea of  a bear scientist’s job. It shows bear trapping, data and sample collection, and tracking 
devices. It also explains what this research is used for and why it is important.

4. Camera Trap Footage

This short video shows some of  the footage that could be captured by a scientist from a 
camera trap. This video is meant to show students what kind of  data scientists would look at, 
as well as what bears look like and examples of  their different behaviors.

5. Meet a Bear Biologist Video

This video introduces Rae Wynn-Grant, a bear scientist, and shows the kind of  work she 
does in the field.

6. News article about bears

These articles show more research and news on bears, but in an easier to read format for 
students. One is about bears and seed dispersal and the other is about bear research in a 
controlled setting to examine heart rates and hibernation. The second article can also be 
found separate from this packet in the Bear Scientist folder.
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7. Grizzly Bear Habitat Observations and Conflict Areas

In this study, Ian McCullough, a research biologist with the CGRN and UCSB, looked at the 
different kinds of  habitats and ecosystems that grizzly bears most likely used to inhabit in 
California. This kind of  analysis shows us what areas would be good habitat for bears today. 
It also includes conflict areas, which gives us an idea of  areas that would not be suitable for 
Grizzlies today, based on data and observations.

8. Take-home field assignment

This assignment is meant to serve as an example of  a scientist’s field work. The student 
should bring this paper home, spend some time outside in their neighborhood/community, 
and answer the questions. It will allow students to practice wildlife observation and critical 
thinking. It can be edited to fit the needs of  your classroom.
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Interview with a bear scientist. Who am I?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xlNd4QLngZY&t=10s&ab_channel=CaliforniaGrizzlyResearc
hNetwork

Transcription of  Interview:

Hi I'm Alexis Mychajliw and I'm recording answers to the bear scientist's role portion questions.

How would you describe a bear biologist? What parts do you like, and which are your least favorite?

A bear biologist is a scientist who studies some aspects of  bears as organisms and how they act in 
their environments, which means there are many different scientific tools you can incorporate into 
your studies. A bear biologist might study bears in the wild, in zoos, or even extinct bears from 
fossils and museums. My favorite part of  being a bear biologist is getting to see their tracks, safely, in 
the wild. I spend a lot of  time studying bear samples in the laboratory so I don't often get to see a 
living bear. I like knowing that the work I do in the laboratory is directly connected to living animals 
in the wild. One time, when I was working in Japan, I saw giant claw scratch marks on a tree from a 
brown bear that had been stretching, and it was one of  the coolest things I've ever seen. My least 
favorite part of  being a bear biologist is when there's a conflict between bears and humans. 
Sometimes bears come into urban areas to look for food and it's unsafe for both humans and the 
bears. This is happening more and more as human populations expand into bear habitat and as our 
climate changes, which in turn alters which foods are available to the bears. Seeing this conflict is 
hard and leads to some really tough discussions and decisions, but it's important as bear scientists 
that we know how to balance the needs of  both bears and humans to ensure the well-being of  
everyone now and in the future.

Tell me about what kinds of  things you study and research in the field.

I primarily study the history of  bears in North America, their ecology, diet, and evolutionary 
patterns as well as what caused their extinction in some places. I use hair and skeletal material such 
as teeth and jaws to sample long dead animals, which requires some advanced techniques and 
chemistry. For example, I've worked with fossils from the La Brea Tar Pits of  Los Angeles to 
document the earliest arrival of  grizzly bears in California thousands of  years ago. I had to use 
special chemicals to remove the tar, which is actually just asphalt, from the bones, then extract 
proteins from the bones and use a technique known as radiocarbon dating to determine how long ago 
the bear died. I don't often get to interact with living bears but I spend plenty of  time with bear 
skulls, including those of  the extinct giant short-faced bear which is pretty awesome.
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How much education did you need to get to this point, and where did you study?

I want to start by saying that everyone has a different path and there are many different approaches 
to studying bear biology that are equally valid. I am more of  an academic scientist, which means that 
I ended up in school for many years and my job is mostly research and teaching at a university. 
However there are many bear biologists who I know learned more from being outside and through 
personal experience, than going to school for as many years as I did. So don't let my personal story 
make you feel like you aren't ready to be a bear biologist if  you don't like school that much. I went to 
school for four years as an undergraduate at Cornell University in upstate New York, where I studied 
biology and natural resource management. Then, I went to graduate school to pursue a PhD in 
biology at Stanford University in California, which took me another five years. I didn't actually start 
studying bears until after I finished my PhD. Before that, I studied the conservation of  other 
mammal species. As long as you develop a solid foundation in biology, you can then choose to study 
different species when the opportunity arises. I've been studying bears now for the past three years as 
a professional scientist and I learn something new every day.

Are there several kinds of  specializations a person can have as a bear scientist? Tell me about some.

There are many different things a person can study about bears, which means that there are often 
different specializations that rely on different scientific techniques. For example, someone could be a 
specialist on studying diseases and health problems that affect bears, and might have a background as 
a veterinarian. Another specialist could work specifically on the evolution of  bears as a group, 
studying fossils that are millions of  years old from all over the world. Some specialists might study 
the behavior of  bears and have to spend hours in the field watching them through binoculars or 
keeping track of  them using camera traps. A bear geneticist could focus on studying the DNA of  
bears and reconstruct the family tree of  different bear populations and species. An important 
specialization is human-wildlife conflict, in which a researcher will study how people living near 
bears feel about the bears or might take steps to protect their livestock.

Why is your research important for the reintroduction conversation?

If  there is a reintroduction plan being discussed, it by definition means that the target species has 
disappeared from the landscape and can no longer be studied in the present day, otherwise you 
wouldn't need to reintroduce it because it would still be there. Because we can't study the animal 
directly in the present, we need other sources of  data to tell us critical pieces of  information like 
what its diet was, what it looked like, and what resources on a landscape it needed to survive. My 
research opens a direct window into past populations of  bears and we can use museum specimens and 
fossils to reconstruct what their lives were like. This gives us a baseline or set of  reference conditions 
with which to determine what the goals of  a reintroduction activity should be. How many bears 
should there be? Where exactly should we put them? You need to look to the past to help plan for 
this future. Another dimension of  my research relates more to the way that bears and people interact 
with each other, which is important for reintroduction because overhunting and persecution is what 
caused the loss of  bears in the first place. In California there's a lot of  misinformation about bears 
that originates from stories in the 1800's, calling them giant man-eating carnivores. When we study 
the bones of  bears however, it turns out that they were much smaller and more herbivorous. By 
changing the story we can make people today better appreciate the true nature of  the bears and be 
less weary of  their introduction. 
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Grizzly bear trapping video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6TEtv_TjXu0&ab_channel=Seeker

Camera trap footage

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sVy6oxpdYq8&ab_channel=idahofishgame

Meet a Bear Biologist Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xKV7wEptnkY&ab_channel=AlexaMathes
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News Articles
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The California grizzly once inhabited A) oak woodlands, B) grasslands, C) coastal sage-scrub, D) 
chaparral, moist coastal forests and F) montane mixed-conifer forests. Recent analyses suggest that only 
the Sierra Nevada could support a reintroduced grizzly population given modern human presence 
across California’s landscapes. 

Bear Mapping Range and Conflict Areas

The last grizzly sighting occurred in Sequoia-Kings 
Canyon National Park in the southern Sierra Nevada (F) in 
1924, but this was historically marginal grizzly habitat 
compared to A-E. Photos: Ian McCullough. Components of  
conflict risk mapping for potential conflicts between 
humans and grizzlies. A) High-calorie crops (sunflower, 
sugar beets, tubers, berries, tree fruits and nuts; source: 
USDA), B) medium-to-high productivity rangeland (source: 
Cal Fire), C) Highways and minor roads (source: TIGER), 
D) potential conflict areas and remaining land
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Take-Home Assignment

Instructions: You are a scientist studying your local wildlife communities, and today at work you will 
be out in the field! Step outside of  your home and into your neighborhood (this can be anywhere that 
is outside and has insects or animals), take this paper and a pencil with you, and answer these 
questions.

1. Choose an animal or insect that you can easily observe for a few minutes. Write down a short 
description of  what you observe about it (appearance, behavior, surrounding environment, etc.) and 
make a quick sketch of  it below.

2. If  you had one year to research this animal/insect, what are three research questions that you 
could ask? They should be questions that you cannot immediately answer just by looking at the 
organism, but questions that you would need to do some research and data collection to answer.

3. What are some threats to this organism that you can think of ? Is its habitat at risk of  harm? Are 
humans killing it? Does it have major predators in the area?
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Jigsaw Role

Environmental Historian

Contents:

Background information on packet content

1. Interview with an Environmental Historian. Who am I?

2. Environmental Historian Video

3. What is Environmental History? Video

4. Environmental Historian talking about his research--Prof. Dr. Poul Holm on "The Environmental 

History of  World Fisheries"

5. Historical maps of  grizzly bear range

6. Article “The Anthropocene: A New Epoch of  Human Control Over the Planet”

7. Take home assignment
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Background Information on Packet Content

1. Interview with an Environmental Historian. Who am I?

2. Environmental Historian Video

This short video is part of  an interview with an environmental historian, and in this portion 
he explains the field of  environmental video.

3. What is Environmental History? Video

Another video explaining what exactly Environmental History is, and why it is important.

4. Environmental Historian talking about his research--Prof. Dr. Poul Holm on "The Environmental 
History of  World Fisheries"

This video is of  an Environmental Historian discussing his project on Fisheries histories. 
Students should notice that his research revealed that cod once lived in warmer waters than 
the ocean is at now, suggesting that they may be more tolerant to sea temperature increases. 
This is an important application of  environmental history research.

5. Map of  historical grizzly bear range

Here is an example of  mapping done by Dr. Ian McCullough, who researched the historical 
habitats of  the grizzlies, giving us a better idea of  what kinds of  habitats they might thrive in 
if  they are reintroduced here.

6. News article about the Anthropocene

This is an article discussing the history of  the environment and human interactions with it.

7. Take Home Assignment for Historian.

This is to help students examine periods of  time and their environment like an environmental 
historian would.
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Interview with an Environmental Historian. Who am I?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PEhCMiofLqw&t=8s&ab_channel=CaliforniaGrizzlyResearch
Network

Transcription of  Interview:

So how would you describe environmental history?

I would describe environmental history as the dynamic between people and nature over time, so how 
they shape each other.

Why is environmental history important, especially in the California Grizzly Research Network and 
the reintroduction conversation?

Sure, so environmental history is important because it helps us understand where we came from, 
right, and why we are facing the situations that we're facing today, and I think it's important in the 
context of  the grizzly group or the Grizzly Network because we're faced with this possibility of  
considering the reintroduction of  these animals back into a landscape they no longer occupy. And 
that's going to be a hard decision, and the more that we know about how and why they were taken 
out of  this landscape, mostly by human causes, I think the better we'll be able to make decisions for 
today and for tomorrow.

Can you tell me what a day in the life of  an environmental historian looks like?

Yeah that's a very good question! So a day in the life of  somebody doing environmental history, what 
a great question, is probably reading some books and articles by people who are experts either in 
history or in ecology or in education or in politics, and understanding, you know, just doing a lot of  
reading. Sometimes it means going to the archives, which means going to usually a library where you 
look at material that's from the past, that's been collected and organized. And you take all this 
information and you try and make sense of  it. You try and put it into a story, you try and explain 
how and why grizzlies were exterminated from the California landscape. What that meant to people, 
both let's say in the 1840s or 1850s, and what it might mean to people today. So looking for different 
sources to kind of  answer those questions and then figuring out how to tell the stories.

Can you describe an event that encouraged you to pursue this kind of  work?

Sure! So when I was a child, my grandmother had come to this country from elsewhere, and I had a 
conversation with my grandmother about whether or not she thought the United States was better 
than the place that she came from. And she told me that she thought the place she had come from was 
better, and that blew my mind. I thought, how could any place be better than the United States?! And 
I think that's a moment where I started to understand that what I take as like natural or god-given or 
just the way that things are, is not actually the case, and so thinking about how powerful stories are 
to people for their sense of  identities and for how they are in the world was a really pivotal moment 
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Environmental Historian video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGAtus2iA7c&ab_channel=C-SPAN

What is Environmental History? Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sb8sC6BBg8k&ab_channel=ChoicesProgram

Prof. Dr. Poul Holm on "The Environmental History of  World Fisheries"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GzJ0HFScjwM&ab_channel=RachelCarsonCenter
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The California grizzly once inhabited A) oak woodlands, B) grasslands, C) coastal sage-scrub, D) 
chaparral, moist coastal forests and F) montane mixed-conifer forests. Recent analyses suggests that 
only the Sierra Nevada could support a reintroduced grizzly population given modern human 
presence across California’s landscapes. The last grizzly sighting occurred in Sequoia-Kings Canyon 
National Park in the southern Sierra Nevada (F) in 1924, but this was historically marginal grizzly 
habitat compared to A-E. Photos: Ian McCullough.

Historical maps of  grizzly bear range

Grizzly sightings in California by density (3-cell radius 
neighborhoods of  10 km cells) and year based on Grinnell (1938), 
Storer and Tevis (1955), and newspaper accounts of  hunting 
expeditions, livestock depredations, and reported encounters with 
humans. Gray dashed area is a minimum convex hull of  sightings 
(1769-1924). The Sierra Nevada ecoregion (US EPA Level 3) 
represents only a portion of  historical grizzly range in California, 
but was identified by Carroll (2005) as the only region capable of  
supporting a viable grizzly population today, largely due to its 
remoteness. Spatial analyses were performed in ArcGIS v. 10.3.1.
Carroll, C. (2005). Priority areas for grizzly bear conservation in 
western North America: an analysis of  habitat and population 
viability. Report. Klamath Center for Conservation Research, 
Orleans, CA.

Grinnell, J. (1938). California's grizzly bears. Sierra Club.
Storer, T. I., & Tevis, L. P. (1955). California grizzly. Univ of  
California Press.
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The Anthropocene: A New Epoch of  Human Control Over the Planet
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Take Home Assignment

Directions: You are tasked with learning how to think like an environmental historian. To do this, 
you must pick a place (ex: your school, your house, your city hall, Yosemite National Park, etc) to 
examine as an environmental historian would. You should either:

1. Write a story (250-500 words) detailing the environmental history of  the place you chose. You 
can do research at your local library or online. You can go back in time all the way back to 1770! 
Your goal is to talk about how people have interacted with that piece of  land (the environment) over 
the years.

2. Create a comic strip (at least one page large) detailing the environmental history of  the place 
you chose. As with choice #1, you can do your research at your local library or online, and you can 
go as far back in time up to 1770! Your goal is to illustrate the different ways in which people have 
interacted with that piece of  land that you chose (the environment) over time.
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Jigsaw Role

Environmental Educator

Contents:

Background information on packet content

1. Interview with an Environmental Educator. Who am I?

2. Video: What is Environmental Education?

3. Video on the value of  Environmental Education

4. Meet an Environmental Educator Video

5. Article on importance of  outdoor learning

6. Take-Home assignment
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Background Information on Packet Content

1. Interview with an Environmental Educator

2. What is Environmental Education? Video

This video explains how to define Environmental Education, and why it is important. It also 
addresses life-long learning and the outcomes of  environmental education. This is a good 
way for the students to get a base-line understanding of  EE.

3. Value of  Environmental Education Video

The video gives a glimpse into what environmental education looks like and why it is valuable 
for students.

4. Meet an Environmental Educator Video

This video introduces Briana Steele, an environmental educator. She talks about her job and 
why she thinks it is important.

5. The importance of  outdoor learning article

This article can be found in the Extra/Higher level materials folder and can be added if  
appropriate. It is a paper written by an educator that analyzes the importance and benefits of  
environmental education. To make the reading less overwhelming, you can have the students 
just read the abstract and skim the second page.
There is a more digestible article about the importance of  outdoor education that discusses 
research on the role of  outdoor educators, that can be found here and also in the 
Environmental Educator role folder.

6. Take-Home Assignment

The take-home assignment is meant to allow students to think critically about what an 
environmental educator does and what they teach about. By the end of  the assignment, the 
students should have thought about different topics that are important in the subject of  
grizzly reintroduction such as the pros and cons for the community, the risks involved, the 
history of  the bear and our extinction of  it, and why conservation is important.
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Interview with an Environmental Educator. Who am I?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3pAc1Orf-
4E&t=5s&ab_channel=CaliforniaGrizzlyResearchNetwork

Transcription of  Interview:

How would you describe an environmental educator?

An environmental educator is a person who comes from either a formal background of  studying 
environmental education or a more informal background of  just doing environmental education for a 
long time, and they’re somebody who focuses on taking students out of  a formal setting of  learning 
into a novel natural setting, or somebody who uses environmental literacy in their curriculum, in 
their classroom. So, there's lots of  different types of  environmental educators of  all sorts of  diverse 
backgrounds, and you could be any type of  person to be an environmental educator. You could have a 
science background, you could have a humanities background, you could have a social science 
background, or you could have no formal educational training, just training with perhaps indigenous 
people that you learned a lot of  different eco-literacies from. So there's lots of  different types of  
environmental educators and I would use lots of  different ways to describe them because they could 
be so diverse.

Why are environmental educators valuable and important?

Environmental educators to me are very important, especially in this time that we live with different 
environmental crises just taking over our world. And so what an environmental educator does, is 
bring different knowledge of  combating different environmental disasters into the light of  learning. 
And so to me, that's incredibly valuable because it sets up students and next generation of  students 
of  all ages, K through 12 and undergraduates and graduate students to be able to look at 
environmental problems in the world and combat them and know the different tools to combat them. 
So environmental educators can, you know, have really great value, meaning that they're preparing 
environmental problem-solving and critical thinking in the environment for older people but also it 
could be younger kids who just need to get outside of  the classroom and experience nature so that a 
love of  nature is created and nurtured, and so that we have greater stewards of  the environment for 
the next generation. So, taking all of  these lessons into consideration in a K through 12 and an 
undergraduate classroom pushes a generation of  people who want to take care of  the environment, 
which is pretty much the most important thing, because we can't do any other type of  learning 
unless we have a planet that is healthy to learn on. So, environmental education is invaluable and the 
most important in my opinion.
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Tell me about your favorite parts of  environmental education.

There's so many parts! So yeah, I love conservation education. I love early childhood environmental 
education. I love preparing undergraduates for thinking critically about the environment. I think 
those are my top three. So conservation education would be taking issues of  wildlife and biodiversity 
and helping students understand the importance of  that, and doing the outreach component to a lot 
of  the more science oriented projects at conservation, like conservation biology projects. And so 
that's one of  my favorite things is to go into a community of  learners, be it in a formal or informal 
setting in a school or in just a group of  community members or something, and talking to them 
about conservation projects that are going on in their communities and making translucent the 
science that's going on so that everyone can be involved, so that you avoid problematic things like 
scientists coming in and to certain communities and just doing a bunch of  science without talking to 
the people who are actually living there, which is called helicopter research. And when that happens 
there's a lot of  social problems that come from that, and so conservation education is really one of  
my favorite things to do as a practitioner of  environmental education. To go into those communities 
and help even the scale of  science conservation and the community members that are there. And 
then the other one is early childhood education and I think that that's really fun because that's you 
know one to three year olds, and just getting these tiny little humans outside is mainly how that type 
of  environmental education works, getting them in gardens, getting their hands dirty, letting them 
play with worms. Just teaching them about simple systems like the decomposition system and 
teaching them about where food goes and teaching them about recycling. These kind of  tiny little 
lessons that are really important for little little kids, it's really fun to see because of  course humans 
are so naturally in love with nature. Even a baby. If  you have a baby who's crying and won't stop 
crying, almost nine times out of  ten if  you take that baby outside just sit under a tree with that baby, 
that baby calms down. So I love that age because often they can't communicate very well but it's so 
obvious and innate to see the love of  nature in those young kids. And then I also love that part of  
environmental education at the college level because you get to see real problems and look at 
complex, involved, hard to solve, current stuff  that even the leading scientists don't know what to do 
about and to engage nineteen to twenty five-year-olds in that conversation, and get them thinking 
about their own role in the conversation about the environment is just really inspiring because it's 
like, these are the future leaders of  the very next generation. And it's exciting to see what they're 
going to do and how they're thinking about things and to be able to help mold that and help them 
become those great environmental leaders. It's a really rewarding experience. So that would be my 
three favorite parts of  environmental education.

Why is your work important in the conservation conversation?

So I sort of  touched on this earlier but conservation is traditionally a part of  the biological 
discipline, a hard science, and I think that that has been a mistake to look at it in such a narrow way. I 
think it's important that not only our educators or people who know how to take science, hard 
science and translate it and make it translucent and make it accessible to everyone, that's important 
in itself, but it's important for lots of  voices to be in the conservation conversation and education is 
just one part. And education becomes twofold in that conversation as outreach and learning and so it 
is important that the public is informed, especially in the case of  the reintroduction of  grizzly bears 
to certain areas. It's important that those humans who are living in the areas where grizzly bears 
could be reintroduced understand what it means to introduce such a charismatic carnivore as they 
say to your own neighborhood. So that's important, but like I said, environmental education is just 
one other of  many voices that need to be involved in that conversation.
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Describe what you needed to do to prepare to be an environmental educator.

For me, my path as an environmental educator is very long. It was always more of  a hobby for me 
until I became empowered to see that the work I could do could actually change people and 
communities on the ground. And that started when I earned a grant that allowed me to go into a 
very rural area in Indonesia and assist the people with the least amount of  power and the softest 
political voice to be able to help them make environmental change in their local community. So this 
was specifically in Indonesia in a rural area called Gorontalo where women and children were 
appealed to come with me and start doing beach cleanups because the trash disposal problem in 
Indonesia is really really intense. And to get those people down and advocating in their community 
to help their local beaches was really great to empower those people but to help empower those 
people but then to also work with local governments to enact different policies that would help 
protect beaches and reefs from litter. It's a very small goal in a local area but seeing that what I did 
actually made a difference made me switch from looking at environmental education as a hobby to 
more of  a possible career. And then after that I just continued that. I loved going into different 
communities and seeing what sort of  environmental problems they had and helping them to solve it. 
And so that really empowered me to begin to think that “yeah, I can do this as an environmental 
educator.” And then I went to probably the most important experience that I had, going into the 
neotropical forest which is in Central America and working with indigenous people to learn about 
how to save the rainforest essentially and how to work with people to facilitate that. And seeing that 
change in short periods of  time just you know working really hard to make that good environmental 
change empowered me and I think that those experiences, real life experiences, coupled with my 
research and my training in an academic sense; I mean I have two masters degrees and almost have 
my PhD so I have I've studied a lot and so I think studying is really important too to understand the 
actual research behind a lot of  this; but on the ground work, that's what's so amazing about being an 
educator, that it's not just about being in an Academy or in what they call the Ivory Tower, it's about 
going and being on the streets and in the jungle and on the ground and actually doing the that really 
helps you be a more well-rounded environmental educator and make those crucial changes that need 
to happen.
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What is Environmental Education?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x20dHsT0RTg&t=3s&ab_channel=TheRovingNaturalist

Video on the value of  Environmental Education

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KFYDlTr3Lws&ab_channel=NorthAmericanAssociationforEn
vironmentalEducation

Meet an Environmental Educator

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OxzSlPPnDts&t=31s&ab_channel=ClimateStoriesNC
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Take-Home Assignment

You are an Environmental Studies professor, and have been asked to give a talk on grizzly bear 
reintroduction at the local middle school. There will be students as well as many community 
members attending. Your goal is to educate the community about the reintroduction, and give them 
the informational tools to be stewards of  their local environment.

Create a lesson plan, in bullet point form, with the different topics you feel that you should cover 
during your talk. What information do you think is important for people to know about 
reintroduction? You do not need to make a detailed outline with all the facts and figures, just a 
general outline of  the kinds of  topics you find important. Also, are there any experts in your class 
that you could bring in as guest speakers? Look around at the different roles your classmates have; 
they could be helpful for enriching your talk! Mention them below and why their expertise would be 
useful.

Topics to Cover:

•

•

•

•

•

•

Possible guest speakers/experts:
•

•

•
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Jigsaw Role

Environmental Lawyer

Contents

Background information on packet content

1.Interview with an Environmental Lawyer

2.What is an Environmental Lawyer?

3.What does one need to know about Environmental Law? Video

4.Articles on what an Environmental Lawyer does

5.Take Home Assignment
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Background Information on Packet Content

1. Interview with an Environmental Lawyer

2. What is an Environmental Lawyer?

This section explains the basic idea behind environmental law. The endangered species act is 
also linked here, and it may be helpful for students to skim in order to get some more 
background information.

3. What does one need to know about Environmental Law? Video

In this video Elizabeth Fisher, an author and environmental lawyer, explains the basics of  
environmental law and what one needs to know about it.

4. Article on what an Environmental Lawyer does

This short article gives more information on the field of  environmental law.

5. Take Home Assignment

This homework assignment asks students to write a speech about an environmental problem 
and come up with a law that can solve the problem. Teachers can ask them to give their 
speeches to the whole class or to the group of  other environmental lawyers after completing 
the packet.
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Interview with an Environmental lawyer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NLDglVN_jl8&t=6s&ab_channel=CaliforniaGrizzlyResearch
Network

Transcription of  Interview:

Okay, do you think you can explain to me how you got interested in becoming an environmental 
lawyer?

Sure. So I worked between college and law school as a field biologist for the US Fish and Wildlife 
Service, and it was a wonderful time. I was working tagging elephant seals and banding birds, and it 
was wonderful and I had been admitted to law school because I wanted to do something that helped 
to help people. And so I went there, and after my first semester, I just felt, I didn't feel connected. 
And so I decided that I wanted to have a career in the environmental field, so I did a joint degree 
between law and engineering. So when I graduated, I had an expertise in how the legal system 
works, but also a better sort of  scientific understanding how the natural world works and that 
combination has been very helpful.

And then, how did you become an environmental lawyer? You said you went to law school and 
everything so I guess.

Yeah, I had a long-standing interest in the environment. I was a boy scout growing up, so I used to 
go camping a lot. I used to do a lot of  stuff  in the water, and so I wanted a field that sort of  gave 
back.

And then, have you always been involved in kind of  policies and everything or did that kind of  start 
after you went into environmental law?

Well, if  you work as a lawyer, you're always somehow involved with environmental policy because 
laws basically are the ways that policies get implemented. So you might have a policy that says we 
want to clean up the coast. And that's fine as a general goal, a general policy, but the question is how 
are you going to make that happen. So you're going to have laws that that fines people for littering, 
that sends people to jail for littering. What are the laws that are actually going to be passed, that are 
going to implement the policy? And then lawyers get involved essentially in a lot of  ways. One of  
them is prosecuting people who violate the laws. One of  them defending people who violate the laws. 
One of  them is working with people and companies who say, "I want to do this, does this violate the 
law? How can I do this and stay in compliance?"

And then, what would your kind of  day-to-day routine be?

Yes, there are many, many different types of  lawyers so let me just give you a few examples.
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Okay.

So one example might be that you work for a law firm and your clients. So for example, let's say 
Patagonia for example, they're based in Ventura, and they say they want to build a manufacturing 
plant in Ventura. They say, "We have this waste that we produce from our manufacturing process for 
making the jackets and such. How can we dispose of  the waste in compliance with the laws?" And so 
I would, you know, if  I'm their lawyer, I would work with them and say ok if  you produce you know 
this kind of  sludge, this is what you have to do. If  you produce this I don't know chemical, dimethyl 
terrible, call it what you will, this is what you do. If  you have air emissions, this is what you do. 
There are laws that cover all those. So one kind of  lawyer works with clients to say this is what you 
have to do to stay in, to follow the law. Second type of  lawyer would be working for the government. 
And let's say that Patagonia again just to take an example, let's say that they did not dispose of  their 
waste properly. They just dumped it in the ocean, or they dumped it out their backyard. And the 
government comes in, the county or the state, and says, "hey you violated the law." They then have 
to go, if  Patagonia doesn't agree, says no, you know they don't plead guilty, they say no you know we 
complied with the law or we didn't do what you said we did, then the government has to bring a case 
against them. And the government will have a lawyer, a prosecutor, sometimes a district attorney, 
sometimes a state's attorney, who will bring the case against them. That means there's a lawyer on 
the other side as well who will be a defense attorney, usually from a private firm, and they will 
defend Patagonia saying again either they didn't violate the law or they didn't do what you said they 
did.

Interesting and those are usually always environmental lawyers in terms of  anything that comes 
down to the environment. Those are the specialty environmental lawyers?

I mean you can have other lawyers do that but generally its environmental lawyers. Then there's a 
fourth category which is more sort of  pure policy which is when agency's environmental agencies 
try to take a broad policy and to pass laws or regulations to implement it. Someone has to write 
those, and that's almost always lawyers. And so lawyers get very involved in policy, with policy as 
well. And then the final category is let's say you want to work for an environmental group like 
Friends of  the Bay or you know Save the Save the Seal, and you're unhappy with the proposed 
project that's going to affect the seal rookery, and you want to challenge that project make sure it's 
not built. You as a lawyer are going to bring lawsuits or negotiate with them to try to change what 
they're doing. And that's what lawyers do also.

I mean could you explain to me your favorite thing about your career?

Well my career is as much a teacher as an environmental lawyer. So as a teacher environmental law, I 
love seeing students who are excited about the environment. And so to teach them how to work in 
the field but also challenge some of  their assumptions. Right. So a lot of  people working in the 
environmental field assume government is always good and private companies are always bad, and 
that's not true. Right. There are a lot of  private companies who are trying to do the right thing. 
There’s sometimes government officials who are actually doing things that harm the environment. 
It's not a simple black and white situation. So that's as a teacher, as someone who works with 
governments a lot, helping them develop policies you know. I do a lot of  work with drinking water 
for example, and so you know I work with EPA to help them develop rules to try to improve the 
quality of  drinking water around the country. 81
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And then, do you think you could tell me the hardest part about being an environmental lawyer?

So there are two things that are hard. The first is being an environmental lawyer. You get into 
environmental law because you love the environment, but your work is done in an office and in a 
courtroom. And so even though I got into the field because I love the environment, I'm actually not 
working in the environment. I'm working to protect the environment and I'm working in an office. 
So that's hard. The second thing is that you don't always win. A lot of  times development goes 
ahead, the environment is harmed, and you know you fight the good fight. But this is a field where 
oftentimes you lose. But you know some of  the time you do win and that and that basically has to be 
enough.

And then, how do you feel like you help the community as like an environmental lawyer?

So the main thing I do that helps the community is I serve on the board of  an environmental group 
called the Environmental Defense Center. That's based in Santa Barbara, and it's the main 
environmental group for the Central Coast of  California. And so we're very involved in opposing 
offshore oil drilling, onshore oil drilling, and sort of  promoting Creek restoration. And so I'm quite 
active on that board. And so I basically the way I help in the community is basically to help in this 
environmental group.

Can you explain the process of  education that one usually goes through to become an environmental 
lawyer?

Sure! So to become any kind of  lawyer, not just environmental lawyer, you need to graduate from 
college. And then you apply to law school. And law school is a three year graduate school, and there' 
great law schools in every state all over the country. And once you're in law school, everyone takes 
pretty much the same courses the first year, but after that you can specialize. And so if  you want to 
do environmental law, you might take courses like International Environmental Law or Natural 
Resources Law or Wildlife Law. And then oftentimes in the summers between your years, you'll 
work in the environmental field as well, either for the government or an environmental group, for a 
private firm. I've always thought that it's helpful to have a scientific background working in the 
environmental field because a lot of  what you're dealing with is science. Right. How do we know the 
environment is improving or being degraded? How do we know a particular action is harming 
species or helping species? So a lot of  science is involved with that and it's good to have a 
background so you're comfortable talking with scientists.

So you would suggest majoring for your undergraduate in like a science field if  you want it.

I don't think you have to major, I majored in history.

Okay.

But I took chemistry, physics, biology, math. So I think the major can be whatever excites you, but in 
addition to your major, make sure you get a solid grounding in the basic sciences.
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What is an Environmental Lawyer?

An Environmental Lawyer works to maintain and support regulations concerning the environment. 

This includes upholding regulations such as clean water, pollution standards, clean air and other 

environmental issues. Many times an Environmental Lawyer works for the government or large 

environmental organizations. Other times they work for themselves during private consulting with 

different companies. An Environmental Lawyer is like other lawyers but they specialize with wildlife 

and natural resources. Many times Environmental Lawyers can pick the cases that they work on and 

follow closely to the events that are happening around the world.

How does one become an Environmental Lawyer?

To become an Environmental Lawyer, you must have a bachelor degree. This can be a 

bachelor degree in anything. To be a lawyer, one must also obtain a law degree from a law school. In 

order to attend a law school the student must pass the Law School Admission Test. During law 

school, this is where the student must complete specific environmental law courses.. After or during 

law school the student must complete internships or part-time jobs. An Environmental Lawyer must 

pass the bar exam to be licensed and continue to stay current with their skills and law education to 

maintain their license. An Environmental Lawyer must be an excellent communicator in written and 

verbal language. They also are good at problem solving and researching current events.

What does an environmental lawyer need to know to make a decision about grizzly bear 

reintroduction?

The Endangered Species Act:

https://www.fws.gov/international/laws-treaties-agreements/us-conservation-laws/endangered-

species-act.html
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What does one need to know about Environmental Law? Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nq3racsBxg0&ab_channel=OxfordAcademic%28OxfordUniver
sityPress%29
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Articles on what an Environmental Lawyer does

https://learn.org/articles/What_Does_an_Environmental_Lawyer_Do.html

What Does an Environmental Lawyer Do?

Environmental lawyers uphold regulations and advocate for new policies related to clean water, clean 

air, global warming, land use and other environmental themes. Find out about environmental law 

career opportunities, professional requirements and employment information for lawyers by reading 

on. Schools offering Juris Doctor degrees can also be found in these popular choices.

Government Agencies

Federal agencies such as the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the U.S. Department of  

Justice employ environmental lawyers to advocate for a number of  issues, such as regulations guided 

by the Clean Air Act with regard to manufacturing, energy companies, farming, construction and 

healthcare. You are responsible for getting these companies to adhere to regulations by helping them 

understand specific environmental laws. You also are responsible for taking violators to court on 

behalf  of  the government.

Every state and most American territories have their own environmental agencies, which monitor all 

energy, mining, utilities, waste, water and radiation issues. Lawyers are needed by these agencies to 

help enforce regulation by interfacing with EPA officials and industry professionals.

Non-Profit Organizations

Organizations such as the Environmental Law Institute, Greenpeace and the Alliance for Climate 

Protection work with government agencies and act as a watchdog for environmental protection. As a 

lawyer with one of  these organizations, you research problems or incidents and litigate for the 

concerns of  the organization.
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Take-Home Assignment

Name:

Date:

Instructions: You are an environmental lawyer. Your job is to find a current event about an issue 
within the environment (e.g. pollution, climate change, etc). Based on that environmental issue, 
please answer the following questions.

1. What is the environmental current event you chose?

2. What can you do as an Environmental Lawyer to combat this problem?

3. A lawyer must persuade others within a courtroom setting. Write down what you would say in 
order to pass a law to reduce the effects of  this environmental issue. This should be written as a 
speech and should be around 100 words.
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Jigsaw Role

The Paleontologist

Contents

Background information on packet content

1. Interview with a Paleontologist

2. Introduction to Paleontology articles

3. Paleontology Field Expedition video

4. Paleontologist talks about Grizzly Bears

5. In class assignment: Thinking like a paleontologist

6. Take home assignment: creative approach to paleontology
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Background Information on Packet Content

1. Interview with a Paleontologist

2. Introduction to Paleontology Articles

The first article will serve to introduce students to the field of  paleontology, in addition to 
the tools and research methods paleontologists use
This second article is useful to students because it will help them see paleontology applied by 
discussing how a new species was discovered by paleontologists’ examination of  fossils

3. Paleontology Field Expedition Video

This video shows students what field work looks like for a paleontologist.

4. Paleontologist talks about Grizzly Bear

In this video, Alexis Mychajliw speaks about her work using paleontology to learn
more about the California Grizzly Bear. Students should watch from 1:19:00 -
1:34:00.

5. Additional In Class Assignment

(This additional assignment can be found in the Paleontologist folder within the split up roles 
packets folder) Student get the option to draw and describe their own fossil, make one out of  
play-dough, or write a 250 word story or 50 word poem about anything to do with 
paleontology, using at least 10 of  the “power words” at the bottom of  the two articles. 
Students will present these to each other in their paleontology groups.

6. Take-Home Assignment

This will help students to think like a paleontologist. They will be provided with a picture of  
a fossil, and will have to answer questions about the picture as a paleontologist would. There 
are no wrong or right answers; students should be graded on the effort they put in. This 
should only take students about 5 - 10 minutes.
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Interview with a paleontologist

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vki6aYQbLQk&t=5s&ab_channel=CaliforniaGrizzlyResearch
Network

Transcription of  Interview:

Hi, I'm Alexis Mychajliw and here are the recorded answers for the stakeholder prompt about being 
a paleontologist.

How did you make the decision to become a paleontologist?

I don't think there was ever a moment I decided to be a paleontologist. I technically have ever taken 
a paleontology class, despite working out a world-famous paleontological research site, the La Brea 
Tar Pits. Sometimes science takes you to unexpected places when you're following your curiosity or 
trying to solve a problem. I'll also say that I don't study dinosaurs, sorry! But instead focus on 
species millions of  years closer in time to us. I study the past 50 thousand years right up until the 
present day, spanning an ice age. Like what seems to be a rite of  passage for many young kids in the 
U.S., I went through the dinosaur phase and watched Jurassic Park obsessively. But after that, I 
turned to studying living organisms and their ecosystems, being curious about wild animals- their 
diversity behavior and later on their conservation. As a teenager, I knew that I wanted to study 
biology to have the tools to protect the animals I cared about. So in college I studied biology, 
ecology and evolutionary biology to be specific, in a conservation context. I was training to be a 
conservation biologist who used genetic data to inform policy decisions. I wanted to know how 
understanding the history of  a species, its evolution, its reasons for being threatened in the present, 
could help us better forecast what its future might look like. This is especially important in the case 
of  climate change and growing human populations around the world. Then I went to graduate 
school to get a PhD studying the conservation of  rare mammals on islands. When I arrived at my 
field site for the first time in the Caribbean, I realized that so much had changed in the past decades 
and even hundreds of  years that to conserve the surviving species, I needed to know something 
about their history. This meant I literally had to dig deeper. I learned how to be a paleontologist 
through my fieldwork as a PhD student, reading many different papers and consulting with experts, 
and came to see how fossil information from the recent past can answer so many questions that data 
from the present day alone cannot. I climbed into a cave, started digging, and now I guess you can 
say I'm a paleontologist. After my self-training during graduate school, I then worked as a 
paleontologist for two years at the La Brea Tar Pits in Los Angeles California, where I used fossils 
to help us understand the future impacts of  climate change in Southern California and to also guide 
reintroduction conversations about the California Grizzly Bear. Now, I like to think I'm both a 
conservation biologist and a paleontologist, which is an interesting way to see the world. I can see 
how our present-day extinction crisis has its roots in past extinctions as part of  a single story in our 
history, and I can share that story with many different audiences to achieve my ultimate goal, which 
has always been to protect the wild animals I care about.
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Can you talk about some of  your favorite things about being a paleontologist? How about your least 
favorite things?

Being a paleontologist is like carrying around your own personal time machine at all times. It really 
challenges you to think on timescales that are not intuitive for most people, because human lives are 
on the scale of  decades, but the changes we study as paleontologists are often on the scale of  
thousands to millions of  years. I love being able to change the way people think about the world 
around them and think about time. One of  my favorite things to do is tell people what their 
hometown would have looked like thousands of  years ago, like mammoths and saber-toothed cats 
roaming Ice Age forests in downtown Los Angeles. I think it gives people a special connection to a 
place they live and makes us appreciate that we’re just a tiny part of  a much bigger picture in time. 
One of  my least favorite things is when I'm working in the lab and a sample does not work. For 
example, I need to isolate proteins from bones when studying the diets of  extinct animals. However, 
if  the fossil is badly preserved; maybe it's been exposed to a lot of  water or heat or sunlight, then the 
proteins have likely all disappeared or been damaged. This means that I lose a data point in my 
research, which I definitely don't like.

Please tell me about what your thought process is when you begin examining a fossil.

The most important thing about a fossil is not the fossil itself, but the context. Finding just a bone in 
isolation with no associated information is like having a few words from a sentence in a novel 
without the page numbers or surrounding paragraphs. Maybe you can get a tiny bit of  meaning but 
you'll never see the full story. So, when I'm working with fossils, I'm usually working with the fossils 
within what we call the matrix: the rocks and dirt containing the fossil. The matrix can tell us about 
how the fossil deposit was formed, and what that means about interpreting the past environment of  
that fossil. Stratigraphy is also very important. That is, the sequence of  fossils when you're 
excavating. Like a layer cake, sediments are deposited in a series, and we need to know where the 
fossil is, relative to other fossils in the layer cake. Knowing the stratigraphy means we can 
understand which fossil came first, which you can imagine is very important if  you're trying to 
study how animals change over time or determine when they go extinct.

Is there anything you think young students should know about paleontology?

Paleontology is not just about dinosaurs. If  I had known that paleontologists could study the 
ancient remains of  still-living animals, I probably would have taken a paleontology course in college. 
Paleontology is one of  the best tools we have to help us plan for life in a changing climate, because 
climate has already changed in the past. So if  you're interested in conservation biology or 
environmental science, I would recommend that you try to take at least one paleontology class. 
There are paleontologists who study animals and plants, but also those who study paleoclimate and 
also paleoecology. Almost everything you can study in the present day, you can also find some way to 
study its past history.
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Can you share your advice for young students looking to head into the field of  paleontology?

Paleontology requires bringing together knowledge from many different disciplines like biology, 
geology, physics, and chemistry. There are many different pathways into being a paleontologist and 
all of  them are equally valid. It is up to you to find what excites you the most about studying the 
past. While going out into the field to excavate is fun, not every paleontologist does that. Some 
paleontologists work in labs, others work in museums, others still work at their laptops. What's 
most important is to find the questions and organisms that excite you the most, because the one 
universal thing about being a paleontologist is that it is hard work, so you need to stay excited about 
what you're working on.
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Introduction to Paleontology Articles

Scientists Say: Paleontology
This is the study of  prehistoric life based on fossil evidence

Paleontology is the study of  ancient life forms like these fish, which are preserved as fossils in rock.

BOBAINSWORTH/ISTOCK/GETTY IMAGES PLUS

By Carolyn Wilke

October 28, 2019 at 5:30 am

Paleontology (noun, “Pay-lee-en-TOL-oh-gee”)

This is the study of  prehistoric life based on fossil evidence. Fossils provide evidence about life on 

Earth millions, or even billions, of  years ago. They can be preserved remains of  living things, such 

as bones or teeth. Fossils also can be impressions left in stone, like animal tracks or the shape of  a 

leaf.

Scientists who study fossils are called paleontologists (Pay-lee-en-TOL-oh-jists). Paleontologists 

compare fossils to find clues about early organisms and how they lived. Fossils can show how 

organisms evolved over very long periods of  time. They also show how living things today relate to 

those from millions of  years ago. Some fossils even give clues about how ancient organisms went 

about their daily lives. For example, fossil footprints suggest some dinosaurs lived in groups.
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Power Words

• Biology: The study of  living things. The scientists who study them are known as biologists.

•Dinosaur: A term that means terrible lizard. These ancient reptiles lived from about 250 million 
years ago to roughly 65 million years ago. All descended from egg-laying reptiles known as 
Archosaurs. Their descendants eventually split into two lines. For many decades, they have been 
distinguished by their hips. The lizard-hipped line are believed to have led to the Saurichians, such as 
two-footed theropods like T. rex and the lumbering four-footed Apatosaurus (once known as 
Brontosaurus). A second line of  so-called bird-hipped, or Ornithischiandinosaurs, appears to have led 
to a widely differing group of  animals that included the Stegosaurs and Duckbilled Dinosaurs. But a 
new 2017 analysis now calls into question that characterization of  relatedness based on hip shape.

•Extinct: An adjective that describes a species for which there are no living members.

•Fossil: Any preserved remains or traces of  ancient life. There are many different types of  fossils: 
The bones and other body parts of  dinosaurs are called “body fossils.” Things like footprints are 
called “trace fossils.” Even specimens of  dinosaur poop are fossils. The process of  forming fossils is 
called fossilization.

•Geology: The study of  Earth’s physical structure and substance, its history and the processes that 
act on it. People who work in this field are known as geologists. Planetary geology is the science of  
studying the same things about other planets.

•Organism: Any living thing, from elephants and plants to bacteria and other types of  single-celled 
life.

•Paleontologist: A scientist who specializes in studying fossils, the remains of  ancient organisms.

•Paleontology: The branch of  science concerned with ancient, fossilized animals and plants. The 
scientists who study them are known as paleontologists.

•Parasite: An organism that gets benefits from another species, called a host, but doesn’t provide that 
host any benefits. Classic examples of  parasites include ticks, fleas and tapeworms.

•Prehistoric: An adjective for something that happened tens of  thousands to millions of  years ago, 
periods before people began deliberately recording events.
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Paleontologists find the first fossilized egg inside an ancient bird
The unlaid egg may have killed its mother 110 million years ago

This ancient bird is Avimaia schweitzerae. It lived about 110 million years ago in what is now 
northwestern China. When the bird died, its body held an unlaid egg (the lighter brown smudge).

https://www.sciencenewsforstudents.org/article/paleontologists-find-first-fossilized-egg-inside-
ancient-bird#print

By Carolyn Gramling

April 29, 2019 at 5:45 am

When a sparrow-sized bird died about 110 million years ago, she had an egg inside her body. Over 
time, pressure crushed and flattened that egg. Now scientists report it’s the first unlaid bird egg 
found inside a fossil.

Scientists unearthed the fossil 11 years ago in northwestern China. Last year, paleontologists led by 
Alida Bailleul took a closer look. Bailleul works in China at the Key Laboratory of  Vertebrate 
Evolution and Human Origins in Beijing.

At once the researchers noticed something odd: The bird had a strange sheet of  tissue between her 
pubic bones. Bailleul examined a piece of  the tissue under a microscope. She found that it had come 
from an egg. The researchers shared their discovery March 20 in Nature Communications.

The egg was a first. The bird was too — a new species. The researchers named it Avimaia
schweitzerae in honor of  Mary Schweitzer. She’s a paleontologist who works on fossilized soft 
tissues.
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Further analyses turned up more surprises. The mother bird’s skeleton holds traces of  medullary 
bone. This is a calcium-rich tissue that helps to form eggshells. Modern birds make this tissue while 
they’re producing eggs. The new finding is the strongest evidence yet that ancient birds did the same 
thing.

The scientists also found tiny mineral spheres in the shell’s outermost layer, or cuticle. There are 
similar spheres in the egg cuticles of  modern water birds, such as quails and ducks. The spheres may 
protect embryos from microbial infections. Until now, no one had ever seen them in a fossilized egg.

This bird and her embryo had some problems, though. The eggshell has two layers instead of  the 
usual one. That suggests that the egg had stayed in the bird’s body for too long. And the egg’s layers 
are extremely thin — thinner than a sheet of  paper.

In today’s birds, these symptoms can point to a deadly condition called egg-binding. That’s especially 
true in small birds that are under extreme stress. In egg-binding, a bird is unable to lay the egg. The 
researchers think this ancient, unlaid egg may have been what killed its mother.

Power Words

•Birds: Warm-blooded animals with wings that first showed up during the time of  the dinosaurs. 

Birds are jacketed in feathers and produce young from the eggs they deposit in some sort of  nest. 

Most birds fly, but throughout history there have been the occasional species that don’t.

•Calcium: A chemical element which is common in minerals of  the Earth’s crust and in sea salt. It is 

also found in bone mineral and teeth, and can play a role in the movement of  certain substances into 

and out of  cells.

•Cuticle: Term for a tough but bendable protective outer shell or cover of  some organism, or of  

parts of  an organism.

•Egg: The unfertilized reproductive cell made by females.

•Embryo: The early stages of  a developing organism, or animal with a backbone, consisting only 

one or a few cells. As an adjective, the term would be embryonic — and could be used to refer to the 

early stages or life of  a system or technology.

•Evolution: (v. to evolve) A process by which species undergo changes over time, usually through 

genetic variation and natural selection. These changes usually result in a new type of  organism 

better suited for its environment than the earlier type. The newer type is not necessarily more 

“advanced,” just better adapted to the particular conditions in which it developed.
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•Fossil: Any preserved remains or traces of  ancient life. There are many different types of  fossils: 

The bones and other body parts of  dinosaurs are called “body fossils.” Things like footprints are 

called “trace fossils.” Even specimens of  dinosaur poop are fossils. The process of  forming fossils is 

called fossilization.

•Infection: A disease that can spread from one organism to another. It’s usually caused by some type 

of  germ.

•Medullary Bone: A type of  porous, spongy tissue that develops within the core of  bones in birds 

that are preparing to lay eggs (and therefore female). The same tissue recently showed up in the 

fossil remains of  a Tyrannosaurus rex.

•Microscope: An instrument used to view objects, like bacteria, or the single cells of  plants or 

animals, that are too small to be visible to the unaided eye.

•Mineral: Crystal-forming substances that make up rock, such as quartz, apatite or various 

carbonates. Most rocks contain several different minerals mish-mashed together. A mineral usually is 

solid and stable at room temperatures and has a specific formula, or recipe (with atoms occurring in 

certain proportions) and a specific crystalline structure (meaning that its atoms are organized in 

regular three-dimensional patterns). (in physiology) The same chemicals that are needed by the body 

to make and feed tissues to maintain health.

•Paleontologist: A scientist who specializes in studying fossils, the remains of  ancient organisms.

•Pressure: Force applied uniformly over a surface, measured as force per unit of  area.

•Species: A group of  similar organisms capable of  producing offspring that can survive and 

reproduce.

•Stress: (in biology) A factor — such as unusual temperatures, movements, moisture or pollution —

that affects the health of  a species or ecosystem. (in psychology) A mental, physical, emotional or 

behavioral reaction to an event or circumstance (stressor) that disturbs a person or animal’s usual 

state of  being or places increased demands on a person or animal; psychological stress can be either 

positive or negative.

•Symptom: A physical or mental indicator generally regarded to be characteristic of  a disease. 

Sometimes a single symptom — especially a general one, such as fever or pain — can be a sign of  

any of  many different types of  injury or disease.
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•Tissue: Made of  cells, it is any of  the distinct types of  materials that make up animals, plants or 

fungi. Cells within a tissue work as a unit to perform a particular function in living organisms. 

Different organs of  the human body, for instance, often are made from many different types of  

tissues.

•Vertebrate: The group of  animals with a brain, two eyes, and a stiff  nerve cord or backbone 

running down the back. This group includes amphibians, reptiles, birds, mammals and most fish.

CITATIONS

Journal: A.M. Bailleul et al. An Early Cretaceous enantiornithine (Aves) preserving an unlaid egg 

and probable medullary bone. Nature Communications. Published online March 20, 2019. doi: 

10.1038/s41467-019-09259-x.
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Paleontology Field Expedition Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FikKgVyCmqA&ab_channel=NorthCarolinaMuseumofNatural
Sciences

Paleontologist talks about Grizzly Bears

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1mrDy_QYKcw&t=4114s
1:19:00 - 1:34:00
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Take-Home Assignment

Directions: You will examine the picture of  this fossil and try to determine what it is, and 
characteristics of  it, in the way a paleontologist would.

1. How many appendages does it have? Do they all seem like they serve the same functions, or 
different functions?

2. Does it seem to have teeth? If  so, what would they be used for? If  not, what does it have instead?
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3. What are some defining characteristics of  this fossil?

4. Does it seem like an organism that has already been discovered? Why or why not?

5. What else would be important information to know about the fossil and the organism?
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Jigsaw Role

The Rancher

Contents

Background information on packet content

1. Interview with a Rancher

2.Who am I?

3. Day in the life of  a Rancher Video

4. What a Rancher looks like Video

5. Importance of  Livestock Article

6. Article about Rancher and Grizzly Bear Conflict

7. Take-Home Assignment
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Background Information on Packet Content

1. Interview with a Rancher

2. Who am I?

This gives the student a narrative to build on.

3. Day in the life of  a Rancher Video

This video walks the students through the daily life of  a rancher. This allows the students to 
have an idea of  how much work goes into running a ranch and maintaining livestock.

4. What a Rancher looks like Video

This video introduces Maggie Schmidt, a ranch manager in Montana, and follows
her around on a typical day on her ranch. She talks about her job and its
challenges and why she loves it.

5. Importance of  Livestock Article

This video helps students understand the cost of  cattle and insight into understanding cost-
benefit analysis. In order to completely understand the importance the livestock have to the 
rancher and why a rancher might not be too fond of  the idea for a grizzly bear 
reintroduction, the students need to understand costs and benefits.

6. Article about Rancher and Grizzly Bear Conflict

This article offers students a real-life example of  how much it costs ranchers to lose livestock 
to bears.

7. Take-Home Assignment

This assignment gets students thinking like a rancher.
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Interview with a Rancher

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VDEb2bCIxgc&t=73s&ab_channel=CaliforniaGrizzlyResearch
Network

Transcription of  Interview:

Okay could you tell me a little bit about your ranching business and how you got into it?

Well we've been in the lemon and avocado business for a long time, I was in the cattle business and in 
high school my dad was in it; my family's been in it for a long, long time. And then I kind of  got back 
into it about 30 years ago. We have cattle on four different ranches around Ventura County so it's 
more of  a disease than that a business.

Okay, and then what is your favorite part about being a rancher and why?

Just being able to get out and be out and about, and get to see incredible things nature wise. It's just 
a great place. And it's a good family thing, you gotta do it with your family and the kids get to go 
help you and learn, grandkids are going and helping me so it's something to do.

That's great! Is every day different, would you say?

Mostly! Yeah, yeah mostly!

And then what is the hardest part about being a rancher?

Probably one of  the more difficult parts is getting calls at odd hours or that cows are out on the road 
or something like that. That all of  a sudden, you've got to go solve that kind of  a problem. Or 
getting things done on time when weather and things are going against you, like this last year when 
it was so wet and you know which we don't ever complain about being too wet because we're in the 
grass business, so that's really the business we’re in is growing grass and sending a cow out to 
harvest it for us. So, that's kind of  what we do and so we don't ever want to turn down rain, not that 
we can anyway.

Okay, and then how do you think a large carnivore like a bear might affect your work as a rancher?

Black bears, we deal with them all the time.

Really?

Yes, I've got two different ranches that are major bear habitat. One in Fillmore, one in Ojai. A few 
years ago I was on foot because I couldn't get into the area that I wanted to check some cows in, and 
literally got cornered by, and kind of  held down by a bear for at least fifteen or twenty minutes. And 
I think it had some cubs somewhere and was probably being protective of  the cubs. I never saw the 
cubs, because I was too busy watching my backside to look for cubs, but anyway, it held me down and 
luckily where I was I had phone reception and I called my buddy that was nearby, and he came up 
with a dog and we started yelling and the bear took off. So yeah it was very spooky, I will tell you. 103
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And so do they also have like some impact on your cattle and everything as well?

I have heard that bears will go after a cow when she's calving. Okay I don't know that I've had that; 
I've had bears come in and eat cows that are already dead, and they tend to like them after they've 
been hanging around for a little while they're kind of  nasty. Lions will eat them when freshly dead, 
and bears will; and we have this all on camera by the way; we've got a lot of  trail camera footage of  
bears eating cows or calf  that we have whatever that has maybe died calving or something like that 
you have always have a debt loss in that cow business. And so we'll drag them to this one part of  the 
ranch and or take them back to this one part of  the ranch and the bears will kind of  come around 
there and help dispose of  them, just like the coyotes and the vultures and everything. So they will 
feed on them. I haven't personally don't know of  them attacking a cow, but I've heard that they will 
go after a cow having a calf.

And then do you have any thoughts about the grizzly bear possible reintroduction in California?

I think grizzly bears are awesome! I really do. And I think they're perfect, in Alaska.

What is your thought process?

In California, no. I don't think so. They're an apex predator, they are, we even in our northern part 
of  the state there's way too much population right now. That they are bringing the wolf  back into 
California, the wolf  was not in California. And they are bringing it where you know, because a lot of  
people think that would be cool. Wolves and grizzly bears are major predators and they have a lot of  
grizzly up in northern Idaho- I had a business up there at one time and they, I don't know it was a 
big dang animal and it will kill you. And the wolves, same way they're tough. Lions are a little more 
skittish; we have tons of  them. We have tons of  lions. I can show you, I have a picture of  a lion kill 
and I know my neighbor has lost four calves in the last couple weeks - to a lion.

Mountain Lion?

A mountain lion, yes. A California mountain lion. So, we have predators. We have plenty of  them. 
And there are a lot of  lions, like I'll show you a picture of  a ranch in Fillmore that we caught one on 
a trail camera the other night. So we have enough predators around, I don't think we needed another 
one with a grizzly bear. They're not endangered and I don't think in my personal opinion we need 
them. Not here. Yeah and I’m not saying they're not great where they are, you know that's awesome! 
Keep them up there! But like I wouldn't want to see polar bears down here.
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And then could you describe your worldview regarding wildlife conservation?

Worldview, that's interesting. Well I think that as far as that, I think I mean all species come and go 
seems like. I mean we know there's starting with the dinosaurs and the saber-tooth tigers, there's 
been stuff  that's been here for a long time and that's knocked out for one reason or another and new 
species kind of  start up, and I mean on a big scale I would say. As far as conservation goes locally, 
you don't ever want to see anything, you know nature is great, but we're part of  it and I think it 
needs to be kept in balance. Just like they talked about and I'm sure you've heard about all the lions in 
the Santa Monica Mountains, and this big overpass thing that they want to do. Some things you just 
have to kind of  say well, you know, again lions aren’t going extinct, there's tons of  them. So catch 
one, put it in there, spend 80 million bucks on something like that, or 80 million bucks bringing back 
the wolf, or anything it's kind of  crazy. But it's just got to be kept in balance that's all. And hey, I 
love it; I see it every day! I mean I live with that, it’s part of  my deal, it is out and with nature. And 
getting along with it. We've got in this county a problem with in certain areas on one of  the ranches 
we've got a problem with feral hogs and you know, so that's a problem. Yeah you know, so that they 
get in and start messing with what's supposed to be here, and so it's a balance. It’s a balance.

Well thank you so much for that interview!

You're very welcome.
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Who am I?

You are a rancher in the foothills of  the Sierra Nevada. You have 300 different types of  livestock 

including cattle, sheep, horses, pigs, chickens, and goats. This farm has been passed down for many 

generations within your family. It is your turn to take on the responsibility and make your family 

proud. Everything you have ever known has been on this ranch and you have always known that you 

would one day own it. So to prepare for this large responsibility you chose not to get a degree after 

high school and stayed back to learn what it takes to run the land. Part of  the job as a rancher is you 

need to make sure that each of  the livestock are well taken care of  to the best of  your ability. There 

is time as well as money that needs to be thought about when running a ranch. You must make sure 

to keep records of  the health and breeding of  the livestock as well as the cost to purchase and sale 

of  them. This means that you must take into account the costs and benefits of  each of  your livestock 

animals. You hold the worldview of  realism. This means that you accept the situation as it is and deal 

with it; you don’t shy away from the situation or challenge. Every morning you wake up bright and 

early at 5am, you need to make sure there is enough time to do all the activities for the day. The first 

thing you do is grab the food for the cattle and start feeding them and then feed all the other 

livestock. At this time you are shoveling the breakfast for the animals. It is the most important meal 

of  the day. It is also important to check to make sure all your 300 livestock are checked for any 

problems that could have occurred since yesterday. By 6am you are in your truck to do this check up. 

This can take a long time making sure all your 300 livestock are taken care of  and healthy. By 9am 

you must start looking into your records and paperwork to make sure all the animals are in the right 

place and in the pens. You must take the cattle from one field into another field so that you can 

fertilize the fields and allow there to be fresh grass for the cattle when they move into the new field. 

Your day ends around 4pm and then you can relax for the rest of  the day. Yes, everyday is long and it 

takes a lot of  work, but you have some fun enjoying being with the animals and riding horses. Your 

livestock is very important to you because this is your livelihood. You are the person that makes sure 

there is money so that you can feed and support your family. The health and safety of  your livestock 

is one of  your highest priorities and you will do what it takes to make sure they are okay. For an 

example of  how much livestock costs look to the cost article in this packet.
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Day in the life of  a Wyoming Rancher Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BR2YbaepG3I&ab_channel=OurWyomingLife

What a Rancher looks like Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yOhVloRmjk0&ab_channel=RadioWest
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Importance of  Livestock Article

YOUNG CAN MAKE MONEY IN CATTLE
By Gene Johnston
8/2/2012

If  young people are going to be brought back into farming and ranching, you’d think it would be 

now. The opportunity to make money in the cattle business has never been better, especially with 

mama cows that usually don’t eat grain or purchased feed. High calf  prices convert to higher net 

income for the owner.

So wouldn’t this be the time to incorporate a new generation of  young cattlemen and women? 

Especially when you consider that, of  all the farmers and ranchers, cattle producers are among the 

oldest.

Rabo AgriFinance relationship manager Matt McKamey from Montana says a ranch that can 

support the labor and management of  one family unit is in the 300- to 500-cow range. For example, 

say it’s 300 calves, sold at 550 pounds at an average of  $1.60 a pound (all conservative numbers). 

Those are $880 feeder calves with gross sales of  over $260,000.

All the costs associated with that business – land, equipment, fuel, cows, health – are inflated. It will 

take at least 3,000 acres of  Montana land and a line of  credit in the area of  $250,000 (give or take), 

says McKamey. Still, the potential net is a good income, probably better than most young 

professionals outside of  ag earn.

BEST OPPORTUNITY

While other enterprises in agriculture look as promising, the cattle business is the best place to get a 

start.

At the Cattle Industry Convention last winter in Nashville, Tennessee, ranchers gave the following 

responses when asked if  they thought the trend of  bringing youngsters back into agriculture was 

improving.
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Bill Rhea, an Arlington, Nebraska, farmer who backgrounds cattle on pasture and also runs a 

feedyard, says absolutely yes; we are attracting young talent. His farm is a prime example, where 

three of  his sons are partners.

“It’s been the lack of  money in farming and ranching that has pushed so many of  our young people 

into urban jobs,” he says. “The money is back in farming. The cattle business, in particular, looks 

attractive, where a young person with ingenuity can get a start with a few cows and grow. I don’t 

think you can do it now with hogs or poultry. But with cattle, you can see potential for an income 

that competes with the city job.”
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BIG FARMS TURN SMALL

Jana Malot of  Harrisonville, Pennsylvania, has similar optimism, but it comes from a different angle 

in her area.

“We have more young people coming back into agriculture around us on small farms,” she says. “In 

some cases, people are taking what was once a large farm and breaking it down into maybe four small 

farms, then producing things such as beef  for the local market. It’s young people – in many cases 

young women – who are leading this. Our farm numbers are growing. It’s not a bad thing.”

Ultimately, with a land-intensive business like farming or ranching, it’s the cost of  dirt that limits 

the participants.

So says Steve Anderson from Carthage, Tennessee. Development of  land for homes and businesses 

there is going to put everyone – young or old – out of  agriculture, he says.

“It’s hard to justify running cattle on a piece of  ground where you might make $100 an acre, when 

you can sell that land for 20 times what you paid for it originally,” says Anderson. Other businesses in 

his area, notably banks, don’t seem very interested in cattle or agriculture, either, he notes.

DOUBLE THE COSTS

The new president of  the National Cattlemens’ Beef  Association, J.D. Alexander from Nebraska, 

says there is definitely more money in farming and the cattle business than ever before, and income 

potential matches that of  urban jobs. But he tempers any enthusiasm with the sheer cost of  running 

a cattle business today.

“If  I total up my feed and cattle inventory, my rental rates, and my machinery costs, I think it costs 

me twice as much to run my operation as it did five years ago,” says Alexander. “It’s still not easy on 

the farm.”
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Rancher and Grizzly Bear Conflict Article

Overview:

Concerned ranchers within Washington state told the Capital Press about their fight against grizzly 

bear reintroduction. The ranchers allow their livestock to graze in the north mountains of  

Washington. Grizzlies have been known to kill calves and cows. The article used Wyoming as an 

example of  a state that has grizzly bears. In Wyoming, the state compensates the ranchers for losing 

their livestock to grizzly bears. For example, Wyoming paid the ranchers $445,000, in 2016, for the 

live stocked killed by grizzlies. The state of  Wyoming found that 136 cattle were killed by the 

grizzlies in 2016. It is thought that grizzlies will kill the adult cows while the wolves tend to kill the 

smaller livestock. According to this article, although there are compensations made to the ranchers, 

the ranchers don’t want grizzlies around their cattle. The ranchers believe that a management tool to 

keep grizzlies from killing their livestock is by hunting. This article shows how the perception of  

ranchers in Washington.

Washington ranchers told to fight grizzly reintroduction

By: Dan Wheat (May 31, 2018)

A grizzly bear in Yellowstone National Park. The head of  the Wyoming Stock Growers 

Association says Washington ranchers should do all they can to prevent reintroduction of  grizzly 

bears in the North Cascade Mountains.

Ranchers with grazing allotments in Washington’s North Cascade Mountains should do all they 

can to prevent reintroduction of  grizzly bears, says the leader of  the Wyoming Stock Growers 

Association. “My advice is become very active and do everything possible to prevent a 

reintroduction because once that happens there’s no relief, no satisfactory response,” says Jim 

Magagna, 75, executive vice president of  the association in Cheyenne.

Grizzlies will kill calves and even cows and are a worse problem for ranchers in the northwest 

corner of  Wyoming than wolves, said Magagna, himself  a sheep rancher on the edge of  grizzly 

range. 111
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On May 23, the Wyoming Game and Fish Commission approved the state’s first grizzly bear hunt 

since 1974, saying the bears have exceeded recovery criteria since 2004 and that management is 

necessary. Fall hunts will occur for 13 to 22 bear. Environmental groups have filed lawsuits to stop 

the hunts.

Idaho also approved a hunt and the two states, plus Montana, are working together on grizzly 

management, said Renny MacKay, Wyoming Game and Fish Department spokesman.

Grizzly populations in and near Yellowstone National Park have increase since they were federally 

listed as a threatened species in 1975 and delisted last year, Magagna said. There are 718 grizzlies 

in a suitable habitat area which is part of  the Yellowstone ecosystem and the criteria was 500 bear, 

MacKay said.

While cattlemen favor the hunts, the states are doing them as proper management more than in 

response to the cattlemen, MacKay said. Wyoming pays ranchers for loss of  livestock on a formula 

that figures there are more kills for every one reported, he said. The state paid $455,000 for 

livestock kills by grizzlies in 2016, $509,000 in 2015 and $301,000 in 2014, he said. The state 

confirmed 136 cattle killed by grizzlies in 2016, 24 lambs, 5 ewes, 46 chickens, 13 domestic turkeys, 

3 pigs, 3 ducks and 1 dog, he said.

About nine ranches run more than 4,000 mother cows, plus calves on thousands of  acres of  

summer range in the Bridger-Teton National Forest in northwestern Wyoming, Magagna said. It’s 

believed to be the largest U.S. Forest Service grazing permit in the nation and ranges from 8,500 

to 11,000 feet elevation, he said. The ranches on that permit experienced a maximum of  2 percent 

loss of  calves per year prior to 1992 when there were no wolves and very few grizzlies, Magagna

said.

Wolves were reintroduced and spread out and losses went to 4 to 6 percent, he said. Since grizzlies 

have increased in number, losses have gone to 9 to 14 percent, he said. “The ranchers tend to think 

losses to wolves have declined a little bit as losses to grizzlies have increased,” Magagna said.
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Grizzlies have greater overall impact and ranchers have had to add more range riders to protect 

cattle, document losses for state compensation and move cattle more often for protection if  a 

certain meadow is hard hit, messing up grazing rotations, he said.

“Grizzlies will kill adult cows. This area lost 48 calves to all causes in 1995 and 286 in 2017. The 

biggest change in that time was more wolves and grizzlies,” Magagna said.

Ranchers are investigating large dog breeds of  Eastern Europe used there to protect cattle from 

large bear, he said.

Wyoming Stock Growers Association has worked hard to minimize grizzly protection zones and 

has intervened in a lawsuit to support delisting, he said.

“Even with compensation for losses, our ranchers are not in business to raise high-quality beef  for 

grizzlies but for the marketplace,” he said. “Grizzlies unsettles our herds and that results in lower 

weights and conception rates. Summer time is the breeding season in the high country.

“We definitely think there are too many grizzlies where the livestock are. The trophy hunts are a 

management tool, but at the levels they’re starting at won’t eliminate or significantly reduce our 

loss of  livestock. The best we can hope for is it maintains the status quo.”
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Take-Home Assignment
Name:
Date:

Instructions:

Because your role is a rancher, you have to start thinking like one.

Please answer the following questions:

1. Choose an animal to have on your ranch. Do some research and estimate the price to purchase 
this specific type of  ranch animal. Write down this item and the estimated cost of  the item.

2. List some goods and services that come from this animal. Is this animal for meat, milk, travel, 
entertainment, etc.?

3. Now a grizzly bear has come into your ranch and killed this animal. Another bear returned a 
week later and killed two more. How much money would you lose? Consider how much money (in 
food, water, veterinary care, etc.) you invested in the animal since its purchase.
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4. List three possible solutions that might prevent another grizzly coming to kill one of  your 
animals?

1.

2.

3.

5. How does the loss of  your animals make you feel about the reintroduction of  grizzly bears to 
California? 
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California Grizzly Bear Reintroduction Unit

Lesson 5
Grizzly Group Interdisciplinary Groups Lesson Plan

Background Information:
This lesson serves to further immerse students within their role. Students will engage with the 
knowledge from previous lessons to create their own character and form opinions about the 
reintroduction of  grizzly bears to California. The handouts will serve as a guide. They will be able 
to think critically about their role and importance to the conservation conversation. Students will 
become their character as they present their knowledge with other disciplines. Students will then 
give a 2-5 minute presentation on who their identity is, and whether they believe we should 
reintroduce grizzly bears. If  there is time the students will ask one another questions giving them an 
opportunity to debate.

Time: 2 hours

Supplies:
1.Printed worksheets

Educational Outcomes:
1.Students gain an understanding of  issues surrounding real world conversations about wildlife 
reintroduction
2.Students will exercise their public speaking skills
3.Students will be able to think critically on their feet

NGSS Standards fulfilled:
SEP-1
SEP-4
SEP-7
SEP-8
ETS1.B
CCC-2
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Steps:

1. Hand out the worksheets to the students for completion (at home or in the classroom). It is 
encouraged to use previous lesson notes and handouts for this assignment.

2. Ask the students to create their own identity as their role. The worksheet will be used to aid in the 
creation of  the student's identity.

3. After the worksheet is filled out, break students into interdisciplinary groups with one member 
from each role per group.

4. Give each student about 2-5 minutes to present their identity, and stance on grizzly bear 
reintroduction with an explanation of  why they took their stance.

5. Each student can be required to ask all other students a question about their role or their role’s 
stance on reintroduction after a student presents. This can be done in several ways. Students freely 
asking after each student one question after that student presents. You can also have students go 
around in a circle asking the questions to anyone after all presentations are complete.

6. Once each student presents, they should be encouraged to debate (as their interdisciplinary roles) 
about whether grizzly bears should be reintroduced or not.

Alternative lesson:

If  this kind of  lesson does not feel feasible for your learning situation, students could write an essay 
instead of  lessons 5 and 6. The questions from the interdisciplinary assignment below can be 
followed as a guide for writing the essay. Students can also share their essays with their peers or 
present their main points in order to create classroom engagement and share the different 
perspectives with their classmates.
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Lesson 5

Interdisciplinary Assignment: Finding your role’s character

Instructions: You have learned what your role does. Use the knowledge you now have to create your 
own identity as your role. Answer the following prompts to guide your story. Be sure to use 
disciplinary vocabulary. Have fun and be creative!

1. Create a name for your character. What kind of  education did you need to become what you 
are?

2. What made you decide upon this career path?

3. What role does the grizzly bear play in your life? Explain.

4. Why is what you do important? What is your impact on your community?
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5. List and define 3 vocabulary words used in your discipline:
1.

2.

3.

6. According to your perspective, what benefits do grizzlies provide an ecosystem? If  you are a 
type of  scholar or scientist you will need to use evidence and cite the sources (e.g. “According to 
__________ Grizzlies provide…”).

7. What techniques do you use to gather information to make informed decisions?

8. Based on your knowledge, do you think grizzly bears should be reintroduced? Why or why not?
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9. What might be some of  the effects of  grizzly reintroduction? What issues do you think should 
be taken into consideration and how do you propose to tackle these (according to your role)?

10. What is your favorite thing about what you do?
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California Grizzly Bear Reintroduction Unit

Lesson 6
Debate and Vote Lesson Plan

Background Information:

It is time for students to place their official vote on whether grizzly bears ought to be reintroduced or not. 
Remember, this is not their opinion as a student but rather the opinion of  the role they are playing. This can 
be done in several ways, including but not limited to writing their vote on
a piece of  scrap paper and placing it into a “ballot box”. The voting process can be extended to be more 
engaging for the students. Students can include votes from members of  the community or family members—
this forces them to explain the project to others as well as get a perspective on the views of  different 
generations, and their own personal vote in addition to their role’s vote. They could submit these votes into a 
separate ballot box in order to compare the views of  the “general public” vs the “experts”. There could also 
be multiple ballot boxes. One for the votes of  the experts, one for the families or community of  the students, 
one for the entire school, one for what each student themselves believes (not their roles), etc. The teacher 
could also do something fun such as leave the results on the students desks in a formal envelope--making the 
results fun to open, or dressing up as a grizzly bear, or decorating the class with bear décor in the case that 
reintroduction was approved. This is up to the teacher’s discretion and unique talents. Be creative!

Time:
1 hour

Supplies:
1. Students who are ready to vote!
2. Paper for ballots
3. Smiles

Educational Outcomes:
1. Students gain more experience with dialectic.
2. Students will be able to practice their public speaking skills.
3. Students hone their expertise in their assigned field.
4. Students will be able to define why each role is for/against reintroduction.

NGSS Standards fulfilled:
1. SEP 6
2. SEP 7
3. SEP 8

Steps:
1. Start a classroom discussion about the reintroduction of  grizzly bears to California. Ask students if  
anyone has any final words to say. This is the last chance for students to attempt to change the minds of  
those opposed to their opinion. Teachers can help stimulate this discussion by playing the devil’s advocate.

2. Then, it is time for the vote (yes or no to reintroduction of  the grizzly bear in California).

3. Teachers count up the votes and announce the result to the students (the next day, after lunch, etc.).
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California Grizzly Bear Reintroduction Unit

Lesson 7
Final Reflection

Background Information
At the end of  this unit--after students have voted to reintroduce or not to reintroduce grizzly bears--
it is highly advisable that teachers take students out of  the classroom to visit a natural history 
museum, local wildlife sanctuary, zoo, or local expert. This is extremely helpful as it offers students a 
chance to reflect on the activity itself  in a novel setting.

Students can also fill out this reflection worksheet for the end of  the unit.
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Reflection Worksheet

Now that you have finished learning about the different stakeholders and issues that are involved in 
animal reintroductions, please reflect on the following questions and answer in complete sentences.

1. Do you think stakeholders, policy makers, and citizens will ever vote to reintroduce the grizzly 
bear to California? Why or why not?

2. Using your knowledge of  grizzly bears and California ecosystems, where might these animals 
be put in the case of  reintroduction? Private or public lands?

3. If  humans killed off  the grizzly bear in the 1920’s, why do you think it is still on our state flag?
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4. How do you think the California ecosystem has changed without grizzly bears for 100 years?

5. Would you disagree with your role’s vote on the reintroduction of  grizzly bears to California? 
Why or why not?

6. What has the case study of  the California Grizzly Bear taught you about eco-systems? 
Conservation? Science in practice? Human nature?
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Bear Safety Lesson

Background Information
Being aware and using safety measures is important when in areas populated by bears, whether 
that be grizzly bears or black bears. This lesson is meant to teach students about how to stay safe 
around bears and be more knowledgeable about human-wildlife coexistence with large carnivore 
species. 

This lesson comprises of  a worksheet, visuals/diagrams to explore, and class discussion 
exercises. 

Time: 2 hours

Supplies:
1. Printed worksheets and visuals 

Educational Outcomes:
1.Students gain an understanding of  safe practices when bears are present. 
2.Students will learn about human-wildlife coexistence.
3.Students will be able to think critically on their feet

NGSS Standards fulfilled:

1. LS4.D 
2. LS2.C

Steps: 
1. Have students explore the webpage that is listed at the top of  the Bear Safety Worksheet. A 

key has been provided for teacher use. 

2. Discuss the worksheet answers with the class. 

3. Follow the discussion guide with the class, asking students to engage and share their thoughts 
with the class. 
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Bear Safety Worksheet

https://grizzlyctr.givecloud.co/education/bear-country-safety

Explore this bear safety webpage from the Grizzly and Wolf  Discovery Center and answer the 
following questions in complete sentences.

1. Your risk of  being hurt by a bear is lower than ______________________________________

______________________________________ .

2. List three things to avoid doing in order to decrease your chances of  an aggressive bear 
encounter:

-

-

-

3. True or False: If  a grizzly bear is chasing after you, you can out-run it.

4. Why might a bear be acting aggressively?

5. Circle one: Most grizzly bear attacks are defensive / offensive in nature.

6. True or False: Bear Spray is more effective than a firearm for preventing injury from a bear 
attack.

7. What is Bear Spray made out of ?

https://grizzlyctr.givecloud.co/education/bear-country-safety
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Bear Safety Worksheet

https://grizzlyctr.givecloud.co/education/bear-country-safety

Explore this bear safety webpage from the Grizzly and Wolf  Discovery Center and answer the 
following questions in complete sentences.

1. Your risk of  being hurt by a bear is lower than __your risk of  being hit by lightning OR being 

hurt in a car accident as you drive to bear country___________ .

2. List three things to avoid doing in order to decrease your chances of  an aggressive bear 
encounter:

- Avoid giving bears access to your food

- Avoid sleeping close to your cooking and food storage areas

- Avoid turning your back to a bear

Other answers also apply

3. True or False: If  a grizzly bear is chasing after you, you can out-run it.

4. Why might a bear be acting aggressively?

It could be defending cubs, food, or a space. It could also be human food habituated. 

5. Circle one: Most grizzly bear attacks are defensive / offensive in nature.

6. True or False: Bear Spray is more effective than a firearm for preventing injury from a bear 
attack.

7. What is Bear Spray made out of ?

Capsicum from hot peppers

https://grizzlyctr.givecloud.co/education/bear-country-safety
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Class Discussion Worksheet

1. Co-Existence

Co-Existence: Have the class try to define this word. Brainstorm and discuss, and define it all 
together. 

Definition from Pooley et. al, 2020: 
- A sustainable though dynamic state, where humans and wildlife co-adapt to sharing landscapes and 
human interactions with wildlife are effectively governed to ensure wildlife populations persist in 
socially legitimate ways that ensure tolerable risk levels. 
https://conbio.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/cobi.13653

2. Grizzly vs. Black Bears

Explore this website as a class. Pay special attention to the images of  grizzly bears and black bears. 
http://www.bearsmart.com/about-bears/know-the-difference/

Watch this video as a class and discuss what students found interesting and what they learned. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dg-gQoqWRJ4&ab_channel=YellowstoneNPS

3. Conflicts with bears

Brainstorm potential conflict causes with grizzly bears, and solutions for these conflicts. Conflicts 
include things that attract bears, cause bears to act aggressively, and/or create issues between 
humans and bears.

Some answers include: 

- Outdoor Recreation: Food, garbage, and pets 
- Solutions: Do not leave food out, use bear resistant containers, use proper trash 

management, keep pets and pet food secure, be careful with birdfeeders and bring them 
inside at night, keep BBQ’s clean.

- Ranching: Bears attracted to dead and live livestock
- Solutions: Remove carcasses, set up compensation for losses for ranchers, install electric 

fences. 
- Farming: Bears attracted to fruits, corn, wheat, honey

- Solutions: Install electric fences.
- Hiking and Hunting: Bears do not like being scared and may become aggressive due to noise or 

gunshots. 
- Solutions: Hike in groups, make noise, carry bear spray, understand bear behavior, know 

the difference between black and grizzly bears and their behavior, practice bear spray 
drills. Can share this video with students about bear spray: 
https://www.nps.gov/media/video/view.htm?id=F7EC7B4D-1DD8-B71B-
0BA8E72257EBE39A

- Roads: Bears can get hit by cars. 
- Solutions: Install over- or under-crossings to give bears a safe passage space. 

https://conbio.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/cobi.13653
https://conbio.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/cobi.13653
http://www.bearsmart.com/about-bears/know-the-difference/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dg-gQoqWRJ4&ab_channel=YellowstoneNPS
https://www.nps.gov/media/video/view.htm?id=F7EC7B4D-1DD8-B71B-0BA8E72257EBE39A
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